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2ABSTRACT
RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSMISSION FROM NON-LUMINOUS GASES.
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE EMISSIVITIES OF WATER VAPOR AND CARBON DIOXIDE.
by
Ihab H. Farag
Submitted to the Department of Chemical Engineering
on August , 1976, in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Science.
Published spectral data on the emission/absorption characteristics of
water vapor and carbon dioxide gases, which are generally in the form of the
absorption coefficient and the mean line spacing averaged over same spectral
interval have been compiled and studied. Different gas band models were
studied and the gas statistical model have been adopted as the present model
for emissivity and absorptivity calculation. Total emissivity and
absorptivity data of carbon dioxide, water vapor and their mixture by
various investigators have been complied, corrected to a common partial
pressure of zero and total pressure of one atmsophere and critically
reviewed. Spectral data of carbon dioxide were modified to include the
10 and 2 micron bands, which are of importance at high temperatures.
Computed emissivities of carbon dioxide were compared to experimental data
to construct the recommended emissivity charts for carbon dioxide at
Pc = 0, Pt = 1 atm. Comparison of corrected experimental water vapor
emissivities with computed using the Ludwig et. al. (1973) spectral tabula-
tions necessitated the modification of the rotation band absorptive
coefficient to include the more recent tabulations of McClatchey et. al. (1972)
at 300 and 600 K. Computed emissivities are compared to experimental and
rules for constructing the recommended emissivity charts for water vapor at
pw = 0, Pt = 1 atm. are presented and implemented. Pressure broadening
correction factor charts are presented both in a set of general plots and a
set of Engineering plots. Overlap correction charts due to superimposed
spectral radiation bands are presented in two different sets of plots at
pc = Pw = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. Pressure boradening correction of the overlap
correction is discussed and a "Grey gas" approximation proposed in the work
is discussed.
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1. Summary
1.1. Introduction
The basis for calculating the radiative transfer from the
combustion products of hydrocarbon fuels has long been the emissivity
charts for carbon dioxide and water vapor developed by Hottel and
coworkers (1954, 1967). These charts were generated from measurements
at M.I.T. and elsewhere (Hottel and Mangelsdorf (1935), Hottel and
Egbert (1941, 1942), Egbert (1942), Schmidt (1932), Eckert (1937),
Smith (1935), Eberhardt (1936) and Brooks (1940, 1941)) of total
radiation from heated mixtures of CO2 and H20 at one atmosphere and
from limited available spectral data at low temperatures (Schmidt
(1913), Hertz (1911)). Considerable effort was subsequently expended
in the 60's, partly motivated by the interests in rocket plume
radiation, on developing experimental data and theoretical models
for calculating the spectral emissivities of combustion products, but
these spectral data were not critically tested against the earlier
total emissivity measurements and have had relatively little impact
on the procedures for calculating furnace performance. In view of
the current interest in improved methods for analyzing the thermal
efficiency of furnaces and the trend in combustion equipment to higher
temperatures and pressures than those covered by the early
investigators, it is timely to develop a new set of emissivity charts
based on a critical assessment of all available existing spectral
and total emissivity data and models and to develop total emissivity
charts to cover the wide range of temperatures and pressures of
current interest.
1.2. Basic Definitions
The spectral transmissivity, the complement of the emissivity, is
given by Beer's law of attenuation, i.e.
Tw = exp (-kw pL) (1.2-1)
where Tw is the spectral transmissivity, kw the spectral absorption
coefficient and pL is the absorbing matter. It follows that the spectral
emissivity or absorptivity is given by
w = E = 1 - Tw = 1 - exp (-kwPL) (1.2-2)
The total emissivity may be obtained by the integration of the spectral
emissivities weighted by the black body Planck function over all wave
numbers w, i.e.
E= E dw/ JE dw (1.2-3)S w ww
0
= w EE0 dw/aT4  (1.2-4)
all bands
and the total absorptivity by the integration of the spectral emissivity
weighted by the Planck function evaluated at the source temperature over
all wave numbers, i.e.
00
a w E0 (Ts) dw/aT4  (1.2-5)
Due to the very rapid variation of kw with w and the lack of sufficiently
high resolution spectral data the integrations of equations (1.2.4) and
(1.2.5)on a line-by-line basis is not possible. An adequate representation
of spectral emissivities is provided by models which average the spectrum
over narrow intervals containing several lines. The model adopted here,
the statistical or random model, assumes that the spectral lines are
randomly distributed within a wave number and that the line strength
(area under a kw - w curve) followed an exponential distribution.
Goody (1952) showed that this model yeilded a transmissivity in a wave
number interval Aw given by
TA = exp pL ( + pL)-1/2 (1.2-6)
TAw, therefore, is a function of the average line strength SO, the mean
line spacing dO and the gas half width b. The term S0/d 0 is sometimes
termed the absorption coefficient k, and the ratio b/d0 is termed the fine
structure parameter.
The gas statistical model was found to give good representation of
the measured emissivities at high temperatures in spectral intervals of
5 - 25 cm-l and is used in the present investigation for the calculation
of spectral emissivities. The published spectral tabulation of water
vapor and of carbon dioxide list the absorption coefficients and the
reciprocal of the mean line spacing 1/d in wave number intervals of
5 - 25 cm 1.
The line half width is taken to be independent of the wave number
and is a function of the partial pressure of the different gaseous species
in the gas mixture and the absolute temperature. Benedict et al. (1956)
recommended the form
b =* 73) +23 J bi, 273 Pi (1.2-7)
a a, 273 Pa T 
where the subscript a refers to the absorbing gas. For water vapor,
Equation (1.2-7) becomes
bH0= 0.44 2 HO /20 733 (0.09 pH0 + 0.09 p2 0 PH 2 JT (0 09 PH2 pN2
+ 0.13 Pc02 + 0.04 p0 2 + 0.05 PH2 + 0.10 Pc0) (1.2-8)
which may be approximated for engineering purposes, or for a mixture of
water vapor and nitrogen only to
bH20 = 0.44 -H20 + (0.09 Pt )  (1.2-9)
For carbon dioxide, the half width is given by
bCO2 -=T73- (0.07 pH20 + 0.07 pN2 + 0.09 pCO 2 + 0.069 p02
+ 0.08 pH2 + 0.06 Pco) (1.2-10)
which may be approximated by
bco2  - (0.02 PCO2 + 0.07 Pt) (1.2-11)
Both gases have a spectrum consisting of a number bands separated by
transparent intervals. From the above definitions, it is clear that
E = fl (T, pL, Pt )  (1.2-12)
or, introducing Equations (1.2-7),(1.2-9) and(l.2-11),
F = f2 (T, pL, b) (1.2-13)
The effect of the absorbing, or emitting gas, partial pressure and
total pressure, which may be combined as the half width, on the radiation
of gas is termed Pressure Broadening. To facilitate the representation of
the emissivity charts, it has become conventional to eliminate the effect
of pa and Pt by defining a standard emissivity at zero partial pressure
and one atmosphere total pressure, and then developing a pressure
broadening correction CF factor to obtain the emissivity at a given
temperature, pL but with a pa different from zero and/or Pt different
from 1.
e (T, pL, Pa' Pt)
CF = (T, pL, pa = 0, Pt = 1 atm) (1.2-14)
Clearly,
CF = CF (T, pL, b) (1.2-15)
and its graphical representation requires a family of families of curves.
The half width corresponding to the standard condition of pa = 0 and
Pt = 1 atm., termed the standard half width and is given by
bST, H0 = 0.09 T for water vapor (1.2-16)
2
bST, CO2 0.07 for carbon dioxide (1.2-17)
Therefore CF > 1 when b > bST
CF = 1 when b = bST
CF < 1 when b < bST
For a mixture of two gases that emit in spectral bands that do not
overlap significantly, the total emissivity of the mixture can be obtained
by adding the total emissivities of the two gases. In the case of water
vapor, where the major radiation comes from the 20, 6.3, and 2.7 micron
bands, and of carbon dioxide where the major contribution to its radiation
comes from the 15, 4.3 and 2.7 micron bands overlap in the 2.7 micron band
and the partial overlap in the 15 micron band will result in a reduction
AE in the emissivity of the mixture.
E + w = E: + Ew - A (1.2-18)
Ac is termed the overlap correction.
Assuming that the lines of both carbon dioxide and water vapor are
randomly distributed the spectral transmissivity of a mixture will be given
by
Tc + w(w) = Tc(w) T w() (1.2-19)
Substituting T = 1 - e and using Equation (1.2-18) gives
AE(w) = E (W) Ew(w) (1.2-20)
In words, for this limiting behavior spectral overlap correction is the
product of the spectral emissivities of the two radiating gases.
Integrating Equation (1.2-2))over the spectrum gives
A= j -c(W) ew(W) E(w) dw/OT4
w
= 1 c Ec(W) e (w) E(w) Aw (1.2-21)
aT4
The overlap correction is a function of four variables,
Ac = f (T, [pcc + Pw]L, w +  P t)  (1.2-22)
By analogy to total emissivity Ac may be evaluated at standard conditions
of pw = Pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. and a pressure broadening correction
factor CAE developed.
CA = f4 (T, [pc + Pw]L, Pw + P P Pwt) (1.2-23)Pw c
which is a function of five variables. Effort in computation and
exposition may be saved by use of the following approximations
C =C C , (1.2-24)
making use of the overlap correction charts of each gas. As will be shown
later, this approximation yields adequate accuracy.
1.3. Spectral Data
1.3.1. Water Vapor
Recent publications listing the experimental or theoretical spectral
constants of water vapor in a wave number and temperature regions of
interest (wave numbers from about 50 to 10,000 cm-1 and temperatures from
300 to 3000 K) are numerous. The most complete set is that published by
Ludwig et al. (1966, 1968 and 1973) which cover the spectral region from
37.5 through 9312.5 cm-1 in 371 successive 25 cm-1 intervals; the average
spectral absorption coefficient (S/d) and the reciprocal of the mean line
spacing (1/d) at STP are listed for each interval at temperatures of 300,
600, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000 K. Early computations in this thesis
indicated that absorption coefficients for the rotation band were in error
at low temperatures. A critical review and comparison of available rotation
band spectral data resulted in the replacement of Ludwig's spectral data
from a wave number w of 425 to 1000 cm-1 with the more recent tabulation of
McClatchey (1972, 1973) at 300 K. The k's at 600 K were similarly updated.
The tabulation of Ludwig et al. was used in all other parts of the
spectrum.
1.3.2. Carbon Dioxide
Extensive band absorption data were published. The most extensive
spectral constants for the 15 micron, 4.3 micron and 2.7 micron bands are
those published by Ludwig et. at. (1966, 1968 and 1973) and are used in
the present work. Their data did not include the weak 2 and 10 micron
bands. Edwards (1963) spectral data were utilized to provide the 2 and 10
micron band spectral data used in the present work after being smoothed
in the temperature and in the wave number direction and integrated to check
the band intensity values.
1.4. Results and Discussion
1.4.1. Carbon Dioxide
The conditions for which total emissivity data are available for
carbon dioxide are summarized in Table 1.4.1-1. The most comprehensive
Table 1.4.1-1
Experimental Conditions of Carbon Dioxide Emissivity Measurements
Investigator Gas Used T Gas K Path Length
cm.
PC
atm.
pL
cm.atm.
Background
T K
Rubens &
Ladenberg (1905)
Mangelsdorf
(1935)
Smith(1935)
Eckert
(1937)
Akhunov et. al.
(1972)
CO2
CO2 + air
1 atm.
CO + 02
CO + air
1 atm
CO2 + N2
1 atm
CO2
293
294-1320
1682
2355
678-1533
373-673
373
673-1070
1-400
51.2
15-40
10.2
65.2
295.6
10-26.5
.002-1
.25-.35
.01
1.02-21.42
1-400 Room
90-1633
294
297
Room
1-51.2
1.3-14.9
.5-190
10.2 to
297.33
measurements were those by Hottel and Mangelsdorf (1935), Hottel and
Smith (1935) and Eckert (1937). Mangelsdorf used a furnace of path
length of 51.2 cm. which was defined by a concentration traverse and
used hot, dry, carbon dioxide free air as a windowless boundary to
confine the radiating gas. Some of his measurements, especially the low
pL ones might have suffered from atmospheric absorption. The
emissivities he reported at 2480 F were not data points, but values
obtained by extrapolations from absorption measurements of radiation from
black body at 2480 F. Eckert, in his measurements, confined the
radiating gas mixture with atmospheric air containing water vapor and
carbon dioxide introducing the possibility of atmospheric absorption.
Smith's measurements were obtained in a system continuously flushed with
CO2-free H20-free air, but it was later decided that some carbon dioxide
or water vapor absorption might have occured in a short open coupling
between the flushed radiometer and the flushed burner end. Akhunov et al.
estimated an error in their experiments to be between 4.5 to 7.5 percent.
In order to check the consistency of the different independent
experimenters and to check the agreement between the present computed
emissivities and the experimental results it was necessary to reduce all
data to a common basis of pc = 0 and Pt =1 atm. The correction was
achieved by computing the pressure broadening correction factor at T and
pL corresponding to each experimental point and use it to normalize the
data to pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. The above step compensated, to the extent
that the present model predicts the correct CF, for the variation of
Pc and Pt between different experiments. The resulting corrected e's
are functions only of T and p L. The use of a power relation in the form
E:l PL1 n
E p 22 L2
allowed the elimination of the pL variation among the different
experimenters. The above procedure was used to normalize experimental
data of Hottel and Mangelsdorf, Eckert and Akhunov to obtain plots of
the emissivity versus the absolute temperature for pL's from 0.1 to
300 cm. atm. and a temperature range of 400 to 1700 K. For purposes of
clarity, the data were plotted in two different figures, only figure
5.1-2 will be discussed here. It includes Hottel and Mangelsdorf
correction emissivities denoted by + at pL's of 0.1, 0.3, 0.8, 2., 5.,
10., 30. and 80. cm. atm. Eckert's emissivities, denoted by X are plotted
for the same pL's over a temperature range of 400 to 600 K and for the
same pL's up to 10 cm. atm. for temperatures of 700 to 1500 K; Akhunov data,
shown as *, are plotted for pL's of 10, 30, 80, and 200 cm. atm. over a
temperature range of 670 to 1070 K. Emissivities computed using the
present model and using Edwards and Balakrishnan's model are plotted on
the same graph at the same pL's over a temperature range of 300 to
2200 K and are denoted 0 and - respectively. In order to include Smith's
(1935) high temperature carbon dioxide data, it was necessary to smooth
his data. The first step was to calculate the pressure broadening
correction factor for each of his data points and reduce his data to
pC = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. The normalized data were grouped together for
temperature intervals of 100 K between 1710 and 2310 K. Emissivity was
plotted versus pL and smooth curves for any chosen temperature were drawn
with the guidance of the data points at the other temperatures.
Emissivities read from the smoothed curves at pL = 1, 2, 3, 5, 8 and 10 cm.
atm. were included in the graph. The figures show a break in the curves
going through Eckert's smoothed points between 600 and 700 K. This is
because Eckert's data points between 400 and 600 K were measured in a
furnace of length 65.4 cm. while his data at 700 K and above were
measured using a 10.2 cm. furnace. The break in the curve diminishes
with increasing pL and diappears around 2 cm. atm. In comparing the
different curves, one should be cognisant that Edwards and Balakrishnan
did not place much confidence in the accuracy of their model for the
fifteen micron bnad. Therefore, curves going through computed points of
Edwards were not extended below 480 K. At low pL's (0.1, 0.2 cm. atm.)
there is a marked discrepancy between the data of Eckert and Hottel and
Mangelsdorf. Eckert's curve is quite high, while the H & M curve is
quite low compared to the present computations and to Edwards computation
in the range 1000-1500 K. Eckert's emissivities are almost twice as high
as H & M's. Therefore, in constructing the smoothed carbon dioxide emissi-
vity, it is not unjustifiable to give Eckert and H & M curves very little
weight at pL's of 0.1 and 0.2 cm. atm.
One of the explanations for discrepancies between different sets
of data is that Mangelsdorf's low pL measurements might have suffered
from atmospheric absorption. At low pL's and temperatures below 500 K
Mangelsdorf had no experimental data. The extrapolation of his line
to 300 K was made possible by the use of the measurements of Rubens and
Landeburg and Hertz over a pL range of 0.1 to 50 cm. atm. The agreement
between Ruben's data and the present computations is good at all temperatures
below 350 K. The figures also show that between 900 and 1100 K and
between pL = 30 and 100 cm. atm. the agreement between Akhunov data and
Edwards and Balakrishnan's model is good. In the same temperature
range and at pl = 20 cm.atm. the lines representing the data of Akhunov
Eckert and Hottel and Mangelsdorf coincide. In the 1200-1300 K region
the lines representing Edwards, Eckert, Hottel and Mangelsdorf and the
present computations are close together for pL = 1 to 30 cm.atm. At
the high temperature end (1200 to 2000 K) the emissivities predicted from
Edwards and Balakrishnan's model and the present computations parallel
each other with the present values being consistently high; in this
range the emissivities of Hottel and Mangelsdorf are much closer to
those from Edwards and Balakrishnan model. The figures also show a
change in slope at 1200 K of the curves fitted to the present compu-
tations. This behavior is not evident in the emissivities recommended
by Hottel and Mangelsdorf or Edwards and Balakrishnan. Smoothing
curves fitted to the present computations could change the emissivities
by as much as six percent at the bend. Based on the above discussion,
some preliminary rules were set as guidances in constructing the new
chart of the emissivity of carbon dioxide against the temperature. At
1600 K the curves of Hottel and Mangelsdorf and of Edwards and
Balakrishnan each is to be given double the weight of the present
computed values. The curves of Eckert should be ignored because of the
marked discrepancies at 1500 K. At points of closest agreement of
different curves use the same weighting. At 700 and 800 K equal weight
should be given to all four curves at pL greater than 0.2 cm.atm. At
pL = 0.2 and 0.1 cm.atm. the mean of Edwards and present computed
emissivities should be used. After applying the above rules and
eliminating any irregularities the emissivities were cross plotted versus
the pL to insure their smoothness. From the latter curves the preliminary
curves of the emissivity against the temperature were slightly adjusted.
The final curves smoothed in both directions (Temperature and pL) shown
in figure 5.1-4 were then used to compute the final working plot. The
final smoothed emissivities are presented in table 1.4.1-2.
1.4.2 Pressure Broadening Correction Factor of Carbon Dioxide
The standard emissivity charts were drawn at pc = 0 and Pt = 1. atm.
The pressure broadening correction factor charts were developed as a
function of the gas temperature, pL and half width. In theory, a family
of families of curves are needed for graphical presentation. It was
decided to present the correction factor at five discrete temperatures
of 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 K. Figure 5.2-1 is a plot of the carbon
dioxide pressure broadening correction factor at 500 K against the pL in
cm.atm. for half width values of .01,.02,.03,.05,.07, .1, .2, .3, .5,
.7, 1., 2. and 10 cm-1. The correction factor is unity for all pL's at
the "standard" half width. Similar plots were developed at temperatures
of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K. The new chart, termed the
engineering pressure broadening correction factor chart is presented
in figure 5.2-6 for a gas temperature of 500 K. Similar plots were
developed at 1000 K.
The carbon dioxide factor falls off rapidly with increasing
temperature. The maximum correction for pc = 0.2 atm. is 1.1 percent
at 500 K, and 0.92% at 1000 K. Additional computations indicate a
maximum correction for pc = 0.2 atm. of 0.23% at 1500 K. The correction
becomes very small and presentation of any charts for furnace applications
at temperatures above 1000 K is unwarranted.
TABLE 1.4.1-2
RECO'MIENDED EMISSiVITIES OF CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSIVITY JF CARBON DIOXIDE AT
300 400 600 800 1000 1200
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1.4.3. Water Vapor
The result on water vapor are less conclusive than those on carbon
dioxide. The extent of experimental data is shown in Table 1.4.3-1.
Schmidt (1932) utilized pure steam with pw = 1 atm. His measurements
could have been slightly inaccurate due to cold edges and to some
atmospheric absorption. Mangelsdorf's (1935) measured e using a
fixed path length of 51.2 cm. and his measurements might have suffered
from atmospheric absorption. His reported emissivities at 2270 F
(1517 K) were extrapolations from absorptivities measurements using a
black body at 2270 F. Smith (1935) measured the radiation from CO2
flames and from CO2 - H20 mixtures calculated eH20 by subtracting the
CO2 effect from the mixture measurements without the proper overlap
correction. His temperatures might have error as much as 50 F and his
measurements might have suffered from atmospheric absorption.
Eckert (1937) utilized furnaces of three different path lengths claiming
an error of not more than 2 - 3% in pw . His measurements might have
suffered from edge cooling effects and some atmospheric absorption.
Eberhardt measured the radiation from a steel reheating furnace with a path
length of 14 ft. (426.7 cm.). The combustion gases contained both CO2 and
H20. He subtracted the CO2 and As contribution estimated from Hottel and
Mangelsdorf's charts, which might have introduced errors. His measurements
suffered from edge cooling effect and some atmospheric absorption.
Falckenberg (1938, 1939) measured the emission from the atmosphere
at 20 C. Elsasser (1940, 1941) constructed a heat radiation telescope to
measure the emission from moist air for distances from 3 cm. to 315 meters.
His gas boundary was poorly defined and the moixture content along his
path showed large fluctuations. Some variation of air temperature along
his line of sight was possible. Brooks (1941) measured the radiation from
Table 1.4.3-1
Experimental Conditions of Water Vapor Emissivity Measurements
Investigator
Schmidt
(1932)
Mangelsdorf
(1935)
Smith
(1935)
Eckert
(1937)
Falckenberg
(1939)
Elsasser
(1940, 1941)
Brooks
(1941)
Egbert
(1942)
General Dynamics
(1967)
Gas Used
Pure steam
Steam - air
at 1 atm.
CO2-H, O
at 1 itm
Steam - N2
1 atm.
Atmosphere
Atmosphere
Atmosphere
Steam - Air
1 atm.
Burned mix
H2 + 02
T Gas K
395-1233
294-1302
1644
1811
394- 1533
293
293
294
294-978
1200
3000
Path Length
cm.
Pw
atm.
.91-18.3
51.2
12.7-20.4
10.2, 65.2,
295.7
66 - 1000
3 + 32000
5 -+ 585
1.83, 23.5,
7.77, 203.3
406.3
60.9-609
.006-1.
.11-.13
.1-1.
.01
pwL
cm. atm.
.91-18.3
.305-51.2
Background
90-1567
1.3-2.6
1-295.7
.66 - 10.02
.005-.015
.006
.005-1
.25-522
.3-3.2
.009-406.3 90-1389
60.9
609
laboratory air. His gas boundary was not well defined. Egbert (1942)
improved the system designed by Mangelsdorf by the use of purged
atmosphere between the furnace and the radiometer to flush absorbing
gases. He estimated an error of less than 5% in his w measurements. His
flow pattern were not as carefully controlled as Mangelsdorf's. His
reported emissivities at 2040 F (1389 K) were extrapolations from his
absorptivity measurements. Earlier calculations in the present study
attempted to establish the consistency of the data of different investigators
carried out at pw = 1 atm. and therefore pwL = L, corresponding to the
conditions in Schmidt's measurements. All experimenters were found to
report emissivities at pw = 1 atm., which agreed to within 5 to 9%. In
order to effectively compare the experimental data, it was decided to
reduce all points to a common basis of pw = 0 and Pt = 1 atm.The correction was
achieved by computing CF corresponding to each point. In many cases the
difference in emissivity of the raw data taken at different Pw 's was as much
as 30%. The use of the present computed correction factor brought the
points to within 10% of each other. This was a good measure of the
validity of CF computed using the present model. The corrected emissivities
were grouped at temperatures of 294, 417, 522, 644, 756, 867, 978, 1300,
1389, 1517 and 1811 K. The corrected emissivities at each of three or four
temperatures were plotted versus pL on one chart together with the
computed emissivities. At low temperatures, e. g. 294 K, the computed
values were much higher than experimental at low pL's (less than 2 cm. atm.)
while at high pL's (>100 cm. atm.) the computed values were lower by more
than a factor of 2. The agreement between the experimental data of most
investigators in the pL range 5 -÷100 cm. atm. was within 10% indicating the
consistency of their data at temperatures of 417 + 978 K. The agreement
is not very good at room temperature. The consistency of the
experimental data was a strong factor in deciding to give the computed
values little weight in the range of good agreement of different
experimenters. In extrapolating the E v.s. pL curve outside the range
of experiments the slope of the computed curves was used as a guidance.
The resulting smooth emissivities were cross plotted against the
temperature to insure their smoothness. The smoothed curves are shown
as the dotted lines in Figure 5.3-5 . The disagreement of computed and
experimental emissivities at 294 K necessitated the modification of the
rotation band spectral tabulation by including the more recent tabulation
of McClatchey et al. (1972, 1973) form w = 425 cm-1 to 1000 cm-1 at
300 K and by interpolation from McClatchey's data at 300 K to Ludwig et al.'s
tabulation at T > 1000 K to get the spectral absorption coefficients at
600 K in the same interval. These modifications resulted in a much closer
agreement of computed and experimental emissivities at temperatures below
600 K, and especially at 294 K. A review of the smoothed experimental data
was done resulting in alternative smooth curves that are higher at the low
pL end of the E v.s. pL plots. The new lines were cross plotted versus the
temperature and smoothed in both directions. The resulting smooth lines
are shown as the solid lines in figure 5.3-5 Whenever a solid and a
dotted line coincide a solid line is drawn.
The results permit the identification of regions of agreement and
disagreement between different measurements of the total emissivity of water
vapor. For pL's of 5 to 200 cm. atm. at 417 K, 5 - 100 cm. atm. at
522 K, 10 - 100 cm atm. at 644 K and 5 - 200 cm. atm. at temperatures of
756 to 867 K the emissivities measured in different equipment and by
different investigators agree to wihin 9% when reduced to a common pw of
zero and Pt of 1 atm. In this range of agreement the computed values
based on a modification of Ludwig et al. (1973) data differ from the mean
of the experimental data by about 9 to 10%. The variations increasing with
increasing temperature and decreases from a positive to a negative
deviation with increasing pwL. The values computed from the model of
Edwards and Balakrishnan are generally below the values computed using the
present modification of Ludwig et al. especially at the low and high
temperature ends. At low pL's the experimental data of Hottel and
Mangelsdorf and of Egbert show more scatter (30%) and differ from the
computed values by as much as 48% at pL = 0.5 cm. atm. and 30% at pL = 1 cm.
atm. It is apparent that a number of uncertainties remain. The most
complete models are those developed from Ludwig et al. and Edwards and
Balakrishnan of which the former appears to be more reliable. The compu-
tations from this model it must be recognized differ from well established
total emissivity data by -9% to +10% in the region where the total
emissivity measurements are reliable. At this stage no reliable
estimate of the uncertainty of using the present model at low pL's and high
temperatures is available. This is an area which needs resolution.
1.4.4. Pressure Broadening Correction Factor of Water Vapor
The standard emissivity charts were drawn at zero water vapor partial
pressure and a total pressure of one atmosphere. To use those charts at
conditions other than pw = 0 and Pt = 1 atm., the pressure broadening
correction factor charts were developed as a function of the gas
temperature, pL and half width. It was decided to present the correction
facotr at six temperatures of 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K in
the form of CF versus the pL with the half width as a parameter.
Figure 5.4-1 is a sample plot of the water vapor pressure broadening
correction factor at 500 K against pL in cm. atm. for half width values of
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1., 2. and 10 cm-1
The correction factor is unity for all pL's at the "standard half width.
As in the case of carbon dioxide the "Engineering pressure boradening
correction factor charts" are presented for water vapor partial pressures
of 0.02 to 0.2 atm., total pressure of 1 atm. at the same six temperatures.
Figure 5.4-10 is a sample plot of the "Engineering charts" at 500 K.
To obtain the correction factors at temperatures other than those for
which the charts are given, a linear interpolation of CF v.s.
T using the correction factors at the nearest two temperatures is
recommended. To estimate the error introduced by the use of linear
interpolation the correction factors at pL's of 1, 10 and 100 cm. atm.,
Pw 's of 0.04, 0.1 and 0.2 atm. are plotted against the temperature in
Figure 5.4-16 which shows that the use' of linear interpolation may
introduce a maximum error in CF of less than a couple of percent.
An example of the application of the working charts is the case of
a gas turbine combustor at 1500 K at 20 atm. total pressure and a 15 cm.
chamber. Assuming a 10 percent mole fraction of water vapor gives
Pw = 2 atm., pL = 30 cm.atm. at 1500 K
b1500 = 0.0801 pw + 0.0384 Pt
= 0.0801 * 2 + 0.0384 * 20 = 0.928 cm-1 .
Next the correction factor is read from the CF chart at 1500 K, pwL = 30 cm.atm.
and b = 0.928 as 1.235 approximately. This indicates that pressure broadening
is responsible for an increase of 23.5% in the water vapor emissivity when
the total pressure increases from 1 to 20 atm.
1.4.5 Overlap correction
Spectral emissivities of water vapor and carbon dioxide gases
were measured at elevated temperatures by Ferriso et al. (1964) but
since both gases were optically thin, the overlap correction was
practically zero.
The classic example of the overlap correction is the chart developed
by Hottel by cross plotting data calculated by Eckert from then available
low-temperature low-resolution absorption spectra of water vapor and carbon
dioxide. Comparison of the present computed overlap corrections and the
Eckert charts at a temperature of 260 F (400 K) is shown in figure 5.5-1
for pl's of .75,1,1.5,2,3 and 5 ft. atm. Similar comparisons were made at
1000 F (811 K) and 1700 F (1200 K). The curves show agreement generally
on the location of the maximum of the curves. At 260 F and p /(pw+Pc) of
0.5 or less the computed overlap corrections are consistently higher than
Eckert's. At p w/(pw+Pc ) of 0.6 and above the computed values are higher
than Eckert's at pL less than 1.5 ft. atm., and are lower at higher pL's.
At 1000 F the computed overlap corrections are higher than Eckert's values
at pL's greater than 2 ft. atm. At 1700 F the computed overlap corrections
are lower than Eckert's values at pL's less than 3 ft. atm. The important
point here is that the disagreement between the two sets of curves is never
more than 50% at all temperatures and pL's of 0.75 ft. atm. and higher.
Considering that Eckert charts were published by Hottel to be a temporary
measure of the overlap correction disagreements of this magnitude are not
surprising.
Hines and Edwards 0968 ) investigated the use of band model for
calculation of absorption of radiation by mixtures of water vapor, carbon
dioxide and nitrogen as an inert gas. Their results are shown in table .5.5-1,
which includes the results of Hottel, "HOTTEL", modified Hottel, "MOD HCH",
Penner and Varanasi, "P+V" and the present computed absorptivities,
emissivities and overlap corrections of the mixtures. Hines and Edwards
absorptivities and overlap corrections are denoted "BAND" while those based
on summing experimentally measured band absorptions are denoted "EXPTL".
The "HOTTEL" values were the values of gas absorptivities predicted for
the experimental conditions by the graphical correlations of Hottel and
Egbert (1942) and listed by Hines and Edwards. They modified Hottel's
extrapolated data to include contributions of the medium strength bands
1.87 and 1.38 microns of water vapor and the 2.0 micron band of CO2. This
was done by replacing the absorptivity overlap correction of Hottel by
one calculated by Hines and Edwards using the approximations of Penner
and Varanasi (1966). The "P+V" values are overlap corrections calculated
by Hines and Edwards based on the model of Penner and Varanasi (1966) in
which they used a harmonic oscillator approximation and rigid rotator
band profiles. For computation purposes the source temperature was taken
as 1700 F (2160 R). The table shows good agreements in general between
the present absorptivities and the values listed for others. The agreement is
better for higher gas temperatures (1470 and 1475 R). In comparing the
absorptivities overlap corrections it is clear that the agreement is
excellent between the present values and those recently published by
Edwards and Hines. Both sets are in good agreement with Penner and
Varanasi corrections when the water vapor mole fraction is three or
more times that of carbon dioxide. The agreement of the present over-
lap corrections with those of Edwards and Hines and of Penner and
Varanasi is important in as much as it provides an independent check
of the present values.
The best agreement between the four sets of overlap corrections
occurs at pc + Pw z 1 atm. and p /pc 3. This is because the overlap
correction of Hottel closely represent conditions in which the partial
pressure of water vapor and (p + pw)L are high enough to cause the
water vapor to act as a black body over the 2.7 micron band of carbon
dioxide.
It is possible to conclude from the above mentioned comparisons
that the present model is suitable for the computation of overlap
corrections. The standard conditions of zero partial pressure of water
vapor, zero partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and a total pressure of
one atmosphere were selected. The overlap correction is, therefore, a
function of the gas absolute temperature, the ratio of pw/Pc and the
(pc + Pw)L product. Presentation of the overlap corrections, therefore,
requires a family of families of curves. In order to cover the widest
possible range, the results of the present computed overlap corrections
were presented in several plots. The solid lines in Figure 5.5-6
represent the computed overlap corrections for an equimolal mixture of
water vapor and carbon dioxide plotted against the temperature from 300
to 2500 K for pL's of 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 cm. atm. The dashed
lines are for pw/Pc = 2. Similar plots were developed for p /Pc values
of 1/3, 4, 1/9, and 9. Figure 5.5-9 is a plot of the overlap correction
against the fraction pw/(Pw pc) for pL's of 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 cm.
atm. at 500 K. Similar plots were developed for temperatures of 1000,
1500, 2000, and 2500 K. The low temperature end of the curves (less
than 1000 K) is a strong function of the spectral data of the water
vapor rotation band and of the fifteen micron band of carbon dioxide.
It was pointed out earlier that the water vapor rotation band spectral
constants tabulated by General Dynamics were not adequate at 300 and 600 K.
The spectral tabulation of McClatchey was used at 300 K and the constants
at 600 K were obtained by interpolation. If and when better spectral data
of the water vapor rotation band become available, it will be
possible to update the charts in the range T < 1000 K.
Two approximations to the overlap correction were investigated.
The first is the grey gas approximation in which the overlap correction
becomes the product of the individual emissivities or absorptivities.
For temperatures of 278 to 2500 K, pL's of 3 to 240 cm. atm. the grey gas
overlap corrections were off by a factor ranging from 2 to 60, but the
maximum deviation in the mixture emissivities was about 11%.
The second approximation was that of Hadvig (1964) who found that
the product Ec +w T was a function of (p + pw)L only over a restricted
temperature range and pL ranges. At temperatures of 1500, 2000, 2500,
and 3500 R and pL ranging from 0.2 to 4 ft. atm. the deviation of
mixture emissivities calculated using Hadvig's approximation and the
present computed emissivities was within 20 percent.
1.4.6. Pressure Boradening Correction of Overlap Correction and
Emissivity of Mixture
The effect of pressure broadening on overlap correction should be
more than its effect on the emissivities of individual gases,
especially at temperatures below 800 K when most of the contribution to
the overlap correction is form the overlapping region of the wings of
the fifteen micron band of carbon dioxide and the rotation band of water
vapor. This is because broadening increases the strength of the wings
of each gas; therefore, the broadening of the individual bands will
greatly increase the wave length region in which overlap is important.
In the case of the 2.7 micron band where the carbon dioxide band is
completely contained within that of water vapor the broadening effect
would not probably be a strong function of pressure and may even decrease
with increasing pressure as a consequence of the decrease in the
effective absorption coefficient of the water vapor band in the region
of overlap. The proposed approximate pressure broadening correction
facotr of the overlap correction is given by
CA = C C (1.4.6-1)
and the mixture emissivity would, therefore, be given by
mix = Cw Ew, + C EC E 0 - C w C C As (1.4.6-2)
Equations (1.4.6-1) and 1.4.6-2) would be exact if the gases were grey.
To show the validity of the approximation Figure 5.6-1 shows the
effect of temperature on three types of computed correction factors,
CAS exact, CAE proposed (grey gas) and C mix at Pt =  atm.,
Pw = Pc = 0.5, Pc + wL = 4 ft. atm. in a temperature range of 500 to
3500 R (278 to 1944 K). As anticipated, the exact C is larger than the
proposed grey gas approximation C CE at temperatures below 1500 R
w EC
(833 K). For temperatures above 1500 R the approximation seems to be
good. In the temperature range 500 to 1500 R the present
approximation may be used with the understanding that it may
underestimate the correction factor.
The effect of partial pressure variation on the computed exact
correction factor to the overlap correction, the computed proposed grey
gas approximate correction factor to the overlap correction and the
computed exact correction facotr to the emissivity of the mixture is
shown in Figure 5.6-2 for a temperature of 1500 K, pL = 50 cm. atm.,
pc /w = 1 and Pt = 1 atm. The figure shows the close agreement of the
present proposed approximation. Figure 5.6-3 shows the computed
effect of total pressure on the three types of corrections for an
equimolal mixture of carbon dioxide and water vapor, pL = 50 cm. atm.
and zero partial pressures of water vapor and carbon dioxide. An increase
in the total pressure from 1 atm. to 20 atm., in the range of turbines
increases the overlap correction and the mixture emissivity by about 56
and 25 percent respectively. The present proposed approximation
results in an increase of about fifty percent in the overlap correction
and twenty-six percent in mixture emissivity.
The above comparison indicates the importance of the pressure
broadening correction for the overlap corrections. In spite of the very
limited comparisons shown in the present investigation the use of the
grey gas appxoimation proposed in the present study and represented by
equations 1.4.6-1 and 1.4.6-2 is recommended with caution. It is to be
regarded as a preliminary estimate of the correction.
2. Introduction
2.1. Preface
Engineers have long recognized the importance of infrared radiation
from gases, especially at high temperatures where the radiation from
such gases such as carbon dioxide and water vapor may be much larger
than the convective heat transfer. Hottel, recognizing the importance
of infrared emission, conducted several studies and investigations at
M.I.T. in the 30's, 40's and 50's, measuring the radiation from non
Luminous gaseous flames. Experiemnts were conducted by others, e.g.
Schmidt, Eckert, and others; but the final recommendations by the
different investigators for the emissivities of water vapor and carbon
dioxide were not in agreement. Hottel critically analyzed all the
available data and constructed the well-known emissivity charts of water
vapor and carbon dioxide.
The progress of rocket and space technology has given new
momentum to research in this area. In recent years, several detailed
spectral data of water vapor and of carbon dioxide were published, and
a better understanding of the radiation from gases was achieved. There-
fore, it is timely to critically evaluate the new spectral data and their
use in calculating gas radiation. The present thesis was undertaken
with the objectives of selecting the best available spectral data and
model for water vapor and carbon dioxide radiation, setting up a model
to compute gas emissivities and absorptivities, analyzing the experi-
mental data on water vapor and carbon dioxide emission critically and
comparing them with the computed values using the present model in an
effort to update the emissivity charts of water vapor and of carbon
dioxide to include the new spectral information and to cover a wider
range. Additional objectives were to develop pressure broadening
correction factor charts for each of the two gases and charts for
estimating the overlap correction due to superimposed radiation of
water vapor and carbon dioxide.
2.2. Theoretical Considerations
The problem of predicting the thermal radiation of a gas
molecule using quantum mechanics is a complex one. Only heteropolar
gases can emit or absorb radiation in the infrared. Except for rare
and elementary gases, all others are heteropolar to some extent. Of
these gases, water vapor and carbon dioxide are the most important
gases for radiative heat transfer calculations. They exist in the
products of combustion of all common fossil fuels as well as in the
atmosphere.
2.2.1. Single Line Emission
From the quantum mechanics point of view, an atom or a molecule
radiates or absorbs energy whenever it goes from one energy level to
a different one giving rise to a spectral line.
The frequency variation of the spectral intensity of a single line
may be generally described by a simple bell shaped curve. Consequently,
two constants are needed to describe the line, e.g. area and width.
Three factors may affect the shape of a spectral line. These are:
1. The finite natural radiative life time of the molecule,
sometimes called the natural life time line broadening.
2. The translational motion of the molecule, called the Droppler
line broadening.
3. Collisions with other molecules, called collision line
broadening.
In flame systems the collision broadening is dominant. The
width of a spectral line is, therefore, governed by random collisions
between molecules. The spectral contour of a particular line is
defined by an absorption coefficient kw which reaches its maximum value
at a characteristic wave number w0. When kw is plotted against the
wave number w a bell shaped curve is obtained. The line strength S is
defined as
+00
S = kwdw (2.2.1-1)
-00
S is the area under the k-w curve and is a measure of the total
line absorption when the self absorption is neglected. A second
constant is required to describe the shape of the curve. This is the
line width, 2b, defined as the width of the line, in units of wave
number, when the absorption coefficient reaches half its maximum value.
The line shape can be approximated by the so-called Lorentz form, which
is
kw = Sb 1 (2.2.1-2)
w 2 2(w - w0) + b
In order to perform calculations of gas emission accurately it is
necessary to measure S and b for each collision broadened line. At
the temperatures and pressures that characterize most practical flames
the line widths tend to be much smaller than the width of the entire
spectrum, which is of the order of 3000 cm-1 . Measurement of very small
line widths is a very difficult task even with high-resolution
instruments, therefore, indirect approximate techniques were developed.
These are the band model techniques which are used in the present work and
will be described later.
A term commonly used when describing spectral line radiation from
homogeneous media is the equivalent width Ai. This is defined as the
wave number integral of the spectral absorptivity aw defined as
w = 1 - exp (-kw pL) (2.2.1-3)
where kw is the monochromatic absorption coefficient and pL is the absorbing
gas partial-pressure-length product. Therefore
A = Iw dw f(l - exp [-kw pL] dw (2.2.1-4)
A may be thought of as the wave number interval in which a black
body (a totally absorbing surface) will have the same absorption as the
spectral line.
For a Lorentz-shape line the equivalent width is given by
A = 2ib f (x) (2.2.1-5)
where x = SpL/2rb (2.2.1-6)
and f (x), the Ladenbrug-Reiche function, is
f (x) = x exp (-x) [I0 (x) + I1 (x)] (2.2.1-7)
where I0 and I1 are the modified Bessel functions of orders zero and one
respectively.
The evaluation of the Ladenburg-Reiche function is a time consuming
calculation. Several approximation formulas and series representations
have been proposed. A very useful one and easy to evaluate is
f x x (2.2.1-8)
V 1 + Tr x
The present calculations indicated that the deviation of the above
formula is not more than 7.5% for all x values, with the maximum
occuring at an x - 0.8.
More recent work indicates that the deviation could be reduced
to less than 0.5% by adding a term to the above approximation:
f (x) 1 + 0.07 x3  (2.2.1-9)
S+ x (1 + 0.5 x2)
The equivalent width A can be approximated as
A = 2b f SpL (2.2.1-10)
(1 + SpL
4b
This simple relation is valid only in a homogeneous media and is
exact for a statistical band model with an exponential S distribution,
as will be discussed later. In the general case, however, temperature,
pressure, and partial pressure ofabsorbing gas vary along a line of sight
and the media is termed inhomogeneous. In this case the equivalent line
width can be written as
S
A = (1 - exp [-f k (w, s') p (s') ds']) dw (2.2.1-11)
Aw -0
which involves two integrations, one over the distance s, the other over
the line spectral interval Aw.
The Curtis-Godson model is a two-parameter approximation for an
inhomogeneous media. It represents the equivalent width of a single
line along inhomogeneous path, along which S and b may vary, in terms
of the equivalent width of a single line for a homogeneous path using
some appropriately defined terms: The effective strength Se and the
effective half-width be. Considering a case of a path through several
isothermal slabs the equivalent Se and be may be defined in terms of the
Si and b. in region i of optical thickness ui of a single Lorentz line
as
S e S.ui/E ui  (2.2.1-12)e 1i i
be E- Sib iui/ Siu i  (2.2.1-13)
and the Curtis-Godson approximation of the equivalent width is
A = 27Tb e f Seu ) (2.2.1-14)
27rbe
where u = E u. (2.2.1-15)
i
This approximation is exact in certain limiting cases, e.g. when
the absorption at the line center is either very strong or very weak.
2.3. Equation of Radiative Transfer in Nonscattering Media
The differential equation describing the spectral radiance as a
function of the distance s is an non scattering medium in local
thermodynamics equilibrium is
Ew (w, s) = - k(w, s)E(w, s)p(s) + k(w, s)p(s)EO(w, s) (2.3-1)
a s
where k(w, s) is the absorption coefficient, p(s) is the local density
of the absorbing matter, E(w, s) is the spectral radiance and E (w, s)
is the spectral radiance of a blackbody at the same temperature.
2.4. Transmissivity
For a gas volume between positions sl , s2 the monochromatic
transmissivity is defined as:
s2
T (w) = exp [-f k(w, s) p(s) ds] (2.4-1)
and thebsorptivity isdefined as
and the absorptivity is defined as
48
s
2
a(w) = 1 - exp [- rk(w,s) p(s) ds]
= 1 ( (2.4-2)
= 1 - T(w) (2.4-2)
2.5. Collision Line Width
2.5.1. Introduction
It has been known that the presence of a non absorbing gas in a
certain spectral region can affect the absorptivity or the emissivity
of a gas or a species that absorbs radiation in that spectral region.
This results from the pressure broadening of the spectral lines of the
absorbing gas by the nonabsorbing species.
Broadening is determined by the force between molecules. When
two molecules collide, the process of emission or absorption is
interrupted. The result of many such random interruptions is a spreading
of frequencies associated with a particular transition. This spread of
frequencies is determined by a line shape. The Lorentz line shape
results from an assumption of rigid particles and is generally applied
to all collision-broadened lines.
The second important class of interactions occurs when two highly
polar molecules having large permanent electric dipole moments interact
strongly if they are in neighboring rotational states. This is termed
"resonant-dipole" collision. This effect has to be taken into
consideration when studying highly polar molecules like water or
hydrogen halides.
Two intensive properties affect the collision broadening: pressure
and temperature.
2.5.2. Effect of Pressure
It has been established that the line half width b is linearly
dependent upon the pressure. The general expression of the half width
can be expressed as
b = E bOip i = (E bi Y i) Pt (2.5.2-1)i
where Pt is the total pressure, pi and Yi are the partial pressure and
the mole fraction, respectively, of component i of the gaseous
mixture and b i is the line half width due to a one atmosphere pressure.
In case of a single gas the molecules could collide with each
other resulting in a self-broadening effect the b of which may be
expressed as
b = b0p (2.5.2-2)
It is believed that although the half-widths of individual
spectral lines are different, the variation from line to line may be
small, and an average value may be acceptable for most heat transfer
calculation.
Burch et al. (1962) introduced the term self broadening
coefficient y which is the ratio of the self broadening half-width to
the nitrogen-broadened b
b
b = bx x + bNPN = bN (YN + b Yx)
= bN (1 - Yx + Y Yx) Pt = bN (1l + [y -1] Yx) Pt (2.5.2-3)
where y = bx/bN (2.5.2-4)
Defining an equivalent pressure P e as
Pe = (1 + [y - 1] Yx) Pt ' (2.5.2-5)
the line half-width equation may be expressed as
b = bNPe (2.5.2-6)
2.5.3. Effect of Temperature
The ambient temperature T has an important effect on the collision
process. According to the kinetic theory of gases
b0 c T-1/2; or bO= 1/vr-
The reciprocal square root dependence, although based on simplistic
theory, has been verified by experiment. A better form, however, may
be obtained by writing
b0  T-n
where n may differ from 0.5.
The situation for self broadening beteeen resonant alike molecules
is different. In this case, Benedict et al. (1956) recommended that
the contribution to the line width b0  for resonant collisions may be
x
expressed as
* -n*, *b x T where n 1.
The temperature dependence of the self broadening between nonresonant
alike molecules is analogous to that for foreign gas broadening and can
be approximated by
b0  T-n and n z 0.5
x
It is, therefore, possible to write a general formula for the collision
half width of an absorbing gas x as
bx = b, 273 Px T +  bi, 273 Pi (2.5.3-1)
where the summation is taken over all gaseous species m including the
absorbing gas x itself. In case of water vapor gas, a high polar mole-
cule, the half width can be expressed as
*H20 273 2 m H20
b0 O 273 1 b 273 Pi (2.5.3-2)
For2 2 2 water vapor and nitrogen only at a total pressure
For a mixture of water vapor and nitrogen only at a total pressure
n-F D
*1 '
"n2u
b = bH20 H20, 273
2 73 *H20
T (bH 20,
273
PH 0 ( 273 +
20
273 PH20 + bN2 273 t H2
273 PH 2 0 N 25 273 t - PH 21)2' 27 P
the self broadening coefficient y is
273 *H20 H20b + bT H20, 273 H20, 273
YH20 H2 0
N2 , 273
(2.5.3-3)
(2.5.3-4)
Reports by the Space Science Lab (1966, 1967) and by Ludwig et. al (1968)
listed preliminary data on the individual half widths for different broadening
molecules with the absorbing molecule being water vapor or carbon dioxide
at standard conditions of temperature and pressure. Their data is
summarized in Table 2.5.3-1 in units of reciprocal centimeter. Utilizing
these values to calculate the self broadening coefficient of water vapor
results in
0.44 /2•73/T + 0.09 73
YH20 0.09 4.9 T +
- 5.9 at 273 K
~ 3.09 at 1500 K
- 2.48 at 3000 K
(2.5.3-5)
Clearly, H 20 is a strong function of temperature. It is also clear that
self broadening becomes weaker at high temperatures.
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TABLE 2.5.3-1
Collision-broadened Line Half Widths
at STP in cm-1
Broadener Gas
Resonant
Nonresonant
Absorbing Gas
H20
0.44
(0.09)
0.09
0.12
0.04
(0.05)
(0.10)
Values in parenthesis are guesses.
H20
H202
N2
CO2
02
H2
CO
CO2
(0.07)
0.07
0.09
0.069
0.08
(0.06)
In the case of carbon dioxide the resonant collision self
broadening term can drop out i.e.
273 m CO
b 273 b. 2 Pi (2.5.3-6)CO2  i=l 1 273
For a mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen at a total pressure pi
CO2  CO2
CO2  T 2, STP PCO 2 + bN2  STP Pt P co2]) (2.5.3-7)
CO2
CO2, STP
YH20 C 2  - 0.09 1.3 (2.5.3-8)CO2  0.07
bN2 STP
The self broadening coefficient is not a function of temperature
and is less than YH20 indicating a much stronger self broadening in
water vapor than in carbon dioxide, especially at low temperatures.
It should be stated here that although some of the b values given
by Ludwig et al. were guesses, their sensitivity analysis for the line
half width indicated that such crude representation could yield
reasonably accurate representation of the spectra and while it is
difficult to assign a specific error limit to the table values Ludwig
et al. estimated overall error limits in the calculations of spectral
emissivities to be within ± 20 percent. This is accepted as is in the
present work.
3. Homogeneous Gases
3.1. Introduction
For a homogeneous gas the radiative transfer equation may be
expressed as
E (w,u) Ef °(w,u') --r(w, u' , u) du' (3.1-1)
where u is the absorbing matter and
du = pds (3.1-2)
For a gas with a uniform temperature
E Ew (w, T) (1 -T [ w, u]) (3.1-3)w w
where T(w,u) = exp (-k[w]u) (3.1-4)
Generally, the absoprtion coefficient varies rapidly with the
wave number, making it necessary to integrate the radiative transfer
equation at a very large number of wave number to get a precise value of
fEw(w,u)du. To facilitate this procedure, the so-called band-models
were developed.
3.2. Thin Gas Approximation
A weakly absorbing gas simplifies the calculations. In this case
the absorptivity is small, and the monochromatic transmissivity is very
close to 1 at all frequencies,
i.e. k u < < 1 for all wave numbers (3.2-4)
Therefore,
Ew (w,u) ~ E (w,u) k (w) u (3.2-2)
E (w,u) dw z A E0 (w,u) k (w) u dwEw( (w 
SEw0 (wT) u A k (w) dw (3.2-3)
the absorptivity is
S = 1 - exp [ - k (w) dw]
= 1 - exp ( -ku) ~ kwu (3.2-4)
and the total absorptivity for a unit absorbing matter, or the band
strength
S= f kw du (3.2-5)
Aw
Therefore
SEw(w,u) dw E0 (w0 , T) uB (3.2-6)Aw w w
where w0 is a mean wave number.
3.3. Grey Gas Approximation
A grey gas is one that has a constant monochromatic absorption
coefficient over a wide range of wave numbers. In this case
f E (w,u) dw = [1 - exp (-)] E (w,u) dw (3.3-1)
Aw Aw
when a gas is not really grey but this approximation is made k becomes
a mean absorption coefficient defined as
Aw k (w) dw (3.3-2)
Aw
It is noteworthy to mention that most of the combustion gases are non-
grey.
3.4. Non-Overlapping Lines Approximation:
When the spectrum of a gas consists of very narrow non-overlapping
lines, the radiance integrated over a wave number range Aw may be
approximated as a summation
AW (w, u) dw (w, u) r (1 - exp [k(w)u]) dww w iAw i Sw
z- Ew (Wi , u) Ai (w) (3.4-1)
w1
where Ai(u) is the equivalent width of the i t h line in the interval Aw.
This approximation may be used for calculation of integrated
radiance in case the following two conditions are satisfied:
1. k (w) u < < 1 between each neighboring lines.
2. The equivalent width of the lines should be small enough that the
Plank function can be assumed constant across a single line.
The Grey gas approximation and the non overlapping lines approximation
provide an upper limit to the integrated radiance.
3.5. Integrated Emissivities
For a homogeneous gas at uniform temperature
Ew = E0 (w, T) [1 - - (w, u)] = Ew (w, T) E (w, u) (3.5-1)
The integrated radiance in a spectral band Aw is
SEw dw = E (w, T) E (w, u) dw (3.5-2)
Aw Aw w
Assuming a mean value of the spectral radiance E evaluated at at
average wave number w
f Edw= E(w, T) f (w, u)dw (3.5-3)
Aw AW
fedw, u) dw is termed the integrated emissivity and equals
Aw
(1 - exp [-k(w)u]) dw 5 u fk(w) dw = Bu (3.5-4)
Aw Aw
where B is the band strength. This provides an upper limit of the
integrated emissivity at large path lengths and is the thin gas
approximation, i. e. when ku << 1.
3.6. Total Emissivity and Absorptivity
The monochromatic rate of emission for a homogeneous gas at
uniform temperature is
0Ew = Ew (w, T) 6(w, u) (3.6-1)
The total rate of emission is
f E (w,T) dw= f0 E (w,T) E(w, T) dw (3.6-2)
0 0
For a black body the total rate of emission at the same temperature is
f Ew (w, T) dw = aT4  (3.6-3)
The total emissivity is defined as the ratio of the total rate of
emission to that of a black body at the same temperature, i.e.
E• 0 (w, T) E(w, T) dw 0fw
'T = 0 f Ew (w, T) E(w, T) dw (3.6-4)
oT T ( w
f E0 (w, T) dwT 0
0 w
In case of a gas having a spectrum consisting of a number of bands
separated by transparent intervals of wave numbers, the integration may
be replaced with a summation over all bands, i.e.
1 3- = - ( A w ' F_ 3( 6,
'T r, j= 1~ wij
I * !j
.
The summation is taken over all intervals where the absorption
coefficient is not zero. The term Ew tw represents the black body
w3
emissive power of the wave number interval Aw.
Similarly, the total absorptivity may be defined as
0 e(w, T) EO (w, Ts) dw (3.6-5)
- 4 1 w TE waT 0
6T 1 4 E (Ts) AWj (3.6-7)
where Ts is the absolute temperature of the source.
3.7. Band Models
Band models are mathematical approximations of a smiplified
structure that fairly represent the real spectrum of a gas and takes a
reasonable computing time.
3.7.1. Elsasser Model for Collision-broadened Lines having Lorentz
Shape
At moderately low temperature the spectrum of a diatomic gas
consist mainly of lines of almost constant intensity and spacing that it
may be possible to represent the spectrum by a series of infinite
number of equally spaced identical lines. When the line is collision
broadened, the model is termed Elsasser model, in which the absorption
coefficient may be represented as
k (w) = z Sb/ (3.7.1-1)
n=0 b2 + (w - nd)2
where S and b are the line strength and half width, and d is the line
spacing.
This model is not expected to give good representation at high
temperature where many high-resolution spectra indicated irregular line
intensities or spacings. To represent such spectrum it is possible to
assume a model in which the location of any line is statistically
independent of other lines. These models ahve been developed and are
termed Random band models.
3.7.2 Random Band Models
In these models the location as well as the strength of the
spectral lines are described by a probability distribution, with all
lines having the same shape. This permits the separation of integrals
over wave number, strength and path. The simplest form of random models
is the case in which it is possible to assume all lines to be of equal
strength S, and randomly distributed with a mean line spacing of d.
In this case, the mean absorptivity of the band may be given as
;a f(w)dw = 1 - exp (- Ad() (3.7.2-1)
where A(s) is the equivalent width of a single line. If the real
spectrum have a small variation in line strength it may still be
possible to use the equal strength random band model if an average
strength of the lines is used.
3.7.2.1. Exponential Line Strength Distribution
Real gases, expecially at high temperature, exhibit spectral lines
with varying strength. It is, therefore, necessary to introduce a
probability distribution for the line strength. A common form is the
exponential distribution, which, according to Goody (1952), can be
expressed as
P (S) 4 exp ( -4S (3.7.2.1-1)
TrS 0  S 0
Using this distribution, Goody showed that the mean absorptivity -a is
: a= f(w)dw = 1 - exp do (1 + 4b ) (3.7.2.1-2)
band
and the transmissivity T can be represented as
S u Su -1/2
-on 0" o + - (3.7.2.1-3)
-In T -d (1 + -•do 4b
A plot of -In T v.s. u is termed curve of growth. According to
Goody's equation, the curve of growth will have two assymptotic regions:
SSOU
At low u as u .0 -ln T z
This is known as the linear assymptotic region.
(S0bu)'1/2
At high u as u + c -ln T = 2
which is known as the square root assymptotic region. It is, therefore,
theoretically possible to determine the values of SO, do and b by
measuring T at very short and very long path lengths.
The term S0/d0 is sometimes termed the absorption coefficient k,
and the ratio b/d0 is termed the fine structure parameter a. The curve
of growth equations of the Goody model, also known as the gas statistical
model, may be written as
(S, -1/2
-In T = (S0/d 0 ) u 1 + (SO/d0)u = ku (1 + u)-1/2 (3.7.2.1-4)4(b/d 0 )
Ludwig et al. (1966) found that the gas statistical model gives a good
representation of the measured emissivities at high temperatures. This
model can be used to calculate the mean gas transmissivity Tw or
emissivity Ew over a spectral interval of about 5 - 25 cm-1. This
interval is sufficiently large to justify the use of the statistical
model, which is used in the present work.
3.7.3. High Pressure Limit of Emissivity
As the gas temperature increases the number of spectral lines
increases sharply. At high temperatures there are many more lines in
the spectrum than at low temperature. This is especially noticed in
the water vapor. Therefore, the fine structure gets filled up at high
temperatures. The upper limit of the emissivity is termed the "high
pressure limit" and is expressed as
6w = 1 - exp (-[S/d]u) = 1 - exp (-ku) (3.7.3-1)
00
ET - 1 (1 - exp [-ku]) EO (w, T) dw (3.7.3-2)
rT ' 0
This should provide an approximate upper limit to the total
emissivity at a given temperature T and optical path length u.
3.7.4. Lower Limit of Gas Emissivity
It was discussed earlier that the presence of a non absorbing gas
in a certain spectral region can affect the absorptivity or the emissivity
of the absorbing gas in that spectral region. This is especially
noticeable in water vapor and to a much lesser extend in carbon dioxide.
At a given gas temperature and optical path length the total emissivity
change as the partial pressure of the absorbing gas varies. Generally,
ST increases as pa increases. The lower limit of gas emissivity is
calculated assuming pa = 0, or alternatively the furnace length is
infinite, at a given temperature and paL product. In fact, the Hottel
water vapor emissivity may be considered lower limit of H 20 at a total
pressure of one atmosphere. In the present work, the non absorbing gas
was taken as nitrogen, unless otherwise specifically stated.
3.8. Pressure Broadening Correction Factor
The spectral and total emissivities of water vapor and carbon
dioxide depend very much upon the product of the partial pressure of the
absorbing gas times the path length, the absolute temperature of the
gas, and to some extent on the partial pressure of the absorbing gas which
in turn affects the line half width. In an earlier section, the equation
for calculating the half width, b as a function of the gas temperature,
total pressure Pt and the partial pressure of existing gases was derived.
For a gas at a total pressure Pt containing only a mixture of water
vapor at a partial pressure of pw and nitrogen gas the line half width
equation reduces to
b = 0.44 p (273) + (O.O9)PT T•3  (3.8-1)
or b/P = 0.44 Y (273 + (0.09) 273 (3.8-2)
where Yw is the mole fraction of water vapor. Equation 3.8-2 permits the
graphical presentation of b/Pt in a plot versus the absolute temperature
with the water mole fraction as a parameter. The Hottel standards
emissivity charts of water vapor are plotted at a total pressure of one
atmosphere and a zero partial pressure of water vapor. The standard
emissivity charts for carbon dioxide gas should similarly be plotted at
Pt = 1 atm. and pc = 0.
The ratio of the line half width when the gas is pure steam, i.e.
when the water vapor pressure equals to the total pressure to that at a
zero partial pressure is
44 27-3 - 273b /b 1 + + 4.9 (3.8-3)
-0 9 T T -, (3.8-3)
- 5.9 at 273 K,
- 2.8 at 2000 K. (3.8-5)
These ratios are valid for all pressures at which collision
broadening is dominant. Clearly the effect of pressure broadening on
half width decreases as the gas temperature increases. In addition,
at high temperatures the number of spectral lines increases rapidly
saturating the spectrum causing the broadening effect on emissivity to
decrease.
The minimum half width for water vapor is for a zero partial
pressure
bmin = 0.09 Pt /73
jT (3.8-6)
The maximum half width is for pure steam
ba = 0.44 Pt (273) + 0.09 P (273
max t T t T (3.8-7)
It is possible to define a standard half width as that evaluated
at a pw = 0 and Pt = 1 atm.
bt =0.09J273 (3.8-8)
For a given b at a given total pressure Pt the water vapor partial
pressure may be calculated from the relation
P 2.273 b( ) - 0.205 Pt T (3.8-9)
and bmin 5 b bmax
The pressure broadening correction factor C is defined as the ratio, for
a fixed water-vapor-partial-pressure-length product, of the total gas
emissivity at given values of water vapor partial pressure and total
pressure to that at zero partial pressure and a total gas pressure of
one atmosphere. Clearly, C is a function of the gas temperature, the
gas absorbing matter pL and the line half width of the absorbing gas,
which will be simply termed the "half width." The latter is
assumed not to be a function of the wave number w.
When the absorbing gas is carbon dioxide and nitrogen is the inert
gas the line half width is given by
or b 273 (3.8-11)b JI (0.02 pc + 0.07 Pt )  (3.8-10)
or T (0.02 Y + 0.07) (3.8
where Yc is the mole fraction of carbon dioxide.
The minimum, maximum, and standard gas half width may be expressed
as
bmin = 0.07 v'273/T Pt (3.8-12)
bmax = 0.09 v2731T Pt (3.8-13)
bST = 0.07 /2737T (3.8-14)
The ratio of the maximum to the miminum value of carbon dioxide
half width is given by
bmax/bmi n = 9/7 - 1.3, (3.8-15)
independent of the gas temperature and total pressure.
3.9. Emissivity for a Mixture of Water Vapor and Carbon Dioxide
For a mixture of gases of different spectral bands that do not
overlap significantly, the total emissivity of the mixture can be
obtained by adding the total emissivities of the different species
present. In the case of mixtures involving water vapor and carbon
dioxide where the two species overlap significantly in the 2.7 micron
band and partially in the 15 micron band some of the water vapor
emission in those bands is absorbed by carbon dioxide and vice versa.
The result is a total emissivity that is less than the sum of the two
species calculated separately. The amount by which the sum of the
total emissivities of carbon dioxide and water vapor, each evaluated
as if the other gas were transparent, has to be reduced to obtain the
total emissivity of the mixture is termed the overlap correction
AE. Therefore,
E + w = E + - AE (3.9-1)
The combined spectral transmissivity in a spectral interval Aw
centered around a wave number w may be expressed by
[(w) = f(Tc[W], w[W]) (3.9-2)
where f (Tc , Tw) represent an appropriate band model value of
the transmissivity of the mixture of water vapor and carbon dioxide.
Assuming random occupancy of wave number intervals, one obtains
f (T , TW) = cT (3.9-3)
Therefore
T(W) = Tc (W)T (W) (3.9-4)
1 - EC + W(w) = (1 - sc[W]) (1 - F [W])
and AS(w) = c (W)E (W) (3.9-5)
AE(w) is the monochromatic overlap correction. Integrating over the
spectrum gives the following expression for the overlap correction AE.
A: f c(W) Ew(w) E(w) dw / oT4
w
= 2 EC (W) w(w) E(w) Aw (3.9-6)
aT
Clearly, A: = f (p , p , L, T, Pt)
or = f (Pc, Pw, L, T) at constant Pt (3.9-7)
Hottel proposed a different arrangement of the variable in an
attempt to reduce the four variable dependency to three by writing
P = Pw PwL + p L, T) (3.9-8)
PC + Pw w c
Similarly, for the absorptivity overlap correction Aa
Aa(w) = c(W) Ew(W) = AE(w) (3.9-9)
Aa = 4c1E E (W) E (w) Es(w) Aw (3.9-10)
cTT all bands
and A = f ( w , p L + p L, T, T ) (3.9-11)
PC + Pw w c s
ac+w =  c + aw - A (3.9-12)
If the spectral emissivities were relatively constant over the wave
number of integration the overlap correction could be written as
AE = wsE (3.9-13)
and Aa = Cwac (3.9-14)
The above approximation is sometimes termed "the Grey gas
approximation".
4. Spectral and Total Emission Data
4.1. Water Vapor
4.1.1. Introduction
Water vapor is present in appreciable amounts in almost all
flames. It radiates its characteristic vibration-rotation spectrum
along with the other molecules formed during combustion. Numerous
measurements of the spectral and total water vapor emissivities have
been done. These measurements show that the spectral or total emissivity
depends on the gas temperature, partial pressure, the broadening ability
of the various species, the path length, and in case of the spectral
emissivity, the wave number.
4.1.2. Total Emissivity Measurement
Before discussing the work of every investigator, a discussion of
the source of errors involved in total emissivity measurements seems in
order.
4.1.2.1. Sources of Errors
These may be
4.1.2.1.1. Atmospheric Absorption
This is due to the presence of absorbing gas or gases in the gas
layer separating the radiating gas from the radiometer. This potential
source of error was not considered by several investigators and could
have serious effect at small values of the product of the absorbing
gas partial pressure time the length.
4.1.2.1.2. Knowledge of Exact Temperature
Gas radiation calculations involve using the absolute temperature
raised to the fourth power. Any error in T can, therefore, be
magnified four times approximately when calculating T4. Errors in
gas temperature measurements could be either due to a non uniform gas
temperature or to a surface surrounding the gas and not being at the
same temperature as the gas affecting the thermocouple used to measure
T.
4.1.2.1.3. Stray radiation
Some radiation from a hot surface associated with the radiant gas
may reach the thermopile introducing some uncertainty in the measured
values.
4.1.2.1.4. Determination of Path Length
The hot radiating gas should be confined in a certain path length
by means of a flow system giving a fairly sharp concentration gradient
at the boundary of the radiating gas as no windows could be used. The
thickness of the boundary layer where the concentration falls sharply,
introduces possible errors in L.
4.1.2.1.5. Radiometric Errors
There are errors introduced either during calibration of radiometer
or by a change in calibration with time.
4.1.2.1.6. Partial Pressure Errors
This could be due to errors in controlling partial pressure of
absorbing gas. It may have some effect at very low p's and pL's.
4.1.2.1.7. Edge Cooling Effect
This results from a non uniform gas temperature at the edges of the
radiating layer where cooling may occur introducing error in the
measured radiation.
4.1.2.2. Schmidt
Schmidt (1932) carried his investigation in Germany utilizing a
jet of pure steam issuing from a nozzle at a velocity of about 60 ft/sec.
The partial pressure of water vapor was, therefore, fixed at one
atmosphere with no appreciable error. The path length was varied by
using different nozzle sizes and the use of the mirrored doubling and
trekling effect which permitted a path length of as long as 0.6 ft.
(about 18 cm.). The experimental measurements could have been slightly
inaccurate due to the cold edges, "Edge Cooling" effect. The use of
mirrors to increase path lengths could have multiplied this effect. The
steam temperature was not uniform. It is possible that his measurements
suffered from atmospheric absorption by moisture in boundary layer air.
Schmidt did not indicate a control experiment to study the possiblity of
stray reflection from the background. Schmidt presented his results in
three different forms: e v.s. T (C) at pL's of 0.96, 2, 3.02, 4.02,
6., 12. and 18.2 cm., the product of ET v.s. T (C) for the same seven
pL's and temperatures up to 1000 C and 6 v.s. pL in cm. atm. for
Temperatures of 0 to 1600 C and pL's of 0.8 to 120 cm. atm. His results
are reproduced in Figure 4.1.2.2-1.
4.1.2.3. Mangelsdorf
Mangelsdorf (1935) working at M.I.T. under the supervision of
Hottel measured the emission and absorption characteristics of steam-
air mixtures in a fixed path length of 1.68 ft (51.2 cm.). Through his
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very careful experimental technique, Mangelsdorf controlled the
uniformity of the gas temperature to within ± 2 F over the entire
path length. Error was not more than one percent. The edge-cooling
effect was avoided by defining the ends of the path length by the use of
opposed-equal-momentum flow of hot dry carbon dioxide-free air with no
greater than 2% error in L. Stray radiation was only 1.3% of black body
radiation when black body is at the gas temperature. The presence of
carbon dioxide and water vapor in the surrounding atmosphere, a one-to-
two-inch path, through which the radiation travelled from the furnace
to the radiometer might, however, have caused some atmospheric absorption
effect. Mangelsdorf also explained the need for measurements of the gas
absorption in addition to its emission. In his absorption measurement,
however, Mangelsdorf mistakenly assumed that the absorption of radiation
by water vapor at constant pwL depends on the radiator temperature alone
and not on the gas temperature. Figure 4.1.2.3-1 illustrates the
results of the experimental measurements for pL from 0.0084 ft. atm.
(.25 cm. atm.) to 1.68 ft. atm. (51.2 cm. atm.) for the temperature range
75 F to 1885 F (594 K to 1303 K). The values at 2270 F were obtained
from absorptivity measurements using a radiation source at 2270 F
(1517 K) at water vapor partial pressures of 0.02, 0.04, 0.08, 0.167,
0.5 and 1.0 atm.
4.1.2.4. Smith
Smith (1935) working under the supervision of Hottel measured the
radiation from CO2 flames and from CO2 - H20 mixtures resulting from the
combustion of CO and CO - H2 mixtures in which pw varied from 0.11 to
0.13 atm. and path lengths for mixture measurements of 5 to 8 inches. His
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partial pressure was accurate to within 3% except at conditions where
high temperature dissociation was possible. Temperature was measured
by sodium D-line reversal method with a possible error of 50 F. His
measurement might have suffered from atmospheric absorption. He
measured emission from CO2 flames and from CO2 - H20 mixtures,
calculated the H, 0 by subtracting the CO2 effect from the mixture
measurements. His water vapor emissivities at temperatures of 2500 to
2800 F and pL's of 0.045 to 0.085 ft. at. are presented in Figure 4.1.2.4-1.
His measurements were taken at 4 path lengths of 5", 5-3/4", 7" and 8"
and his water vapor emissivities are the results of all measurements. An
average L of 6.5" may be assumed.
4.1.2.5. Eckert
Eckert (1937) working in Germany utilized furnaces of three
different path lengths. Two were backed by gold-plated mirrors to
increase path lengths. The uniformity of the steam-nitrogen temperatures
was good. He claimed an error of not more than 2 - 3% in absorbing gas
partial pressure. There was no hot protecting air column at the end,
however, thus causing edge-cooling effects and possibly resulting in
lower measured water vapor emissivities. Stray radiation was about 1% of
radiation from black body at gas temperature for the path length of 10.2 cm
(0.334 ft.), 1.8 to 2.51 for the 65.4 cm. (2.14 ft.) furnace and about
6% for the 296 cm. (9.7 ft.) path length. The pressure of moisture
between the gas furnace and radiometer could have caused some atmospheric
absorption. The results of his measurements are shown for the 10.2 cm.
furnace in Figure 4.1.2.5-1, in which the water vapor emissivity is
plotted v.s. pL in cm. atm. for gas temperatures of 150 to 1200 C.
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Figure 4.1.2.5-1 ECKERT WATER VAPOR DATA,
L= 10.2 cm
The results of the 65.4 cm. path length are shown in
Figure 4.1.2.5-2, in which the emissivity is plotted v.s. the gas
temperature in C for pL's of 2, 4, 8, 17, 35 and 65.4 cm. atm. Eckert
measured the water vapor emissivities at only one temperature, 100 C,
using his 296 cm. furnace.
Eckert assumed the validity of Schmidt's data and proposed an
allowance for the effect of water vapor partial pressure on emission from
water vapor at a given pL in the form:
Ep = EpN = 1 (pw x
4.1.2.6. Eberhardt
Eberhardt (1936) working at M.I.T. under the supervision of Hottel
measured the radiation from a steel reheating furnace with a path length
of 14 ft. (426.7 cm.) in an industrial plant. The combustion gases
contained both CO2 and water vapor. The contribution of carbon dioxide
to the total radiation was calculated from Hottel and Mangelsdorf's
recommended charts for carbon dioxide and for overlap correction and
subtracted to get the water vapor contribution. The temperature range
was 1670 to 2370 F (1183 K to 1572 K) and the pL range was 1.5 to
2.5 ft. atm. (45 to 76.2 cm. atm.). The partial pressure error was not
more than 1 - 4%. The temperature was fairly uniform in furnaces with
the exception of a gradient at the edge which introduced the possibility
of an edge cooling effect. The error in his temperature measurements was
50 - 200 F since radiant surroundings were at very low temperature and
the radiating gas was at a high temperature. His measurement might have
also suffered from atmospheric absorption. His water vapor emissivities
are illustrated in Figure 4.1.2.6-1 for temperatures of 1600 to 2400 F
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4.1.2.7. Falckenberg
Falkenberg (1938, 1939) was interested in the emission of the
atmosphere. He adopted a method developed by Hottel and Mangelsdorf
(1935) in which the intensity of the radiation coming from a column of
moist air, free from carbon dioxide, was measured with a black body
chilled by liquid air as background. Since the thermal emission of the
chilled balck body was negligible, Falckenberg obtained the total emission
of a moist column. His measurements covered a limited range at 20 C. He
expressed his optical path length as gm/cm2 . To convert the pL into the
units of cm. atm. the following factor was used
1 gm , 1 gm mole * T K * R cm3atm , where
cm2  M gm gm mole K
M is the molecular weight of water vapor = 18, and R is the gas
constant = 82.07 (cm)3 (atm) (gm mole)-1 (K)-1 . Substituting with the
above values and T = 293 K gives
1 gm/cm 2 = 1335.92 cm. atm.
Falckenberg's three data points are shown in Figure 4.1.2.8-1 with
Elsasser's water vapor data.
4.1.2.8. Elsasser
Working at CALTECH Elsasser (1940, 1941) measured the infrared
emission of the atmosphere. He constructed a heat radiation telescope to
measure the emission from moist air for distances ranging from 3 meters
to 50 meters and up to 120 meters by combining the heat radiation tele-
scope with an astronomical mirror. His minimum path length was 13 cm. and
his maximum was 315 meters. Elsasser used the method of Hottel and
Mangelsdorf (1935) in determining the emissivity of moist air. His
measurements of the moisture contents showed large fluctuations which
can not be easily ascribed to errors of measurements. The water vapor
pressure varied from 0.005 to 0.015 atm. There was a vertical
gradient in the moisture content of the atmosphere due to turbulence
and evaporation. In determining the path length his gas boundary was
poorly defined but the error should be negligible at very large pL
lengths. Some variation of air temperature along his line of sight was
possible. Elsasser presented his data in the form of a semi-log plot of
the emissivity (linear scale) versus the pL in gram/cm2 (log scale). His
data points as read by the author of the present work from his
3.8 cm X 8.4 cm plot is replotted using full logarithmic scale and after
converting his pL's into cm. atm. at 20 C in Figure 4.1.2.8-1 the
accuracy in reading his data points, especially the low emissivities
values is not very good. His data shows some scatter.
4.1.2.9. Brooks
Brooks (1941) working at M.I.T. with Hottel carried out several
measurements of water vapor motivated by his interest in nocturnal
radiation. He used a sensitive radiometer to sight through the laboratory
air upon either of two black bodies, one filled with liquid air, the
other with hot water. His path length was the distance between the black
body and the radiometer which varied from 1.5 to 20 ft. Clearly, his
gas boundary was not well defined. Stray radiation was of no problem
since the gas and the radiometer were at the same temperature. The
calibration of his radiometer is believed to be unreliable. Egbert (1942)
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corrected Brooks atmospheric data to allow for the absorption by
atmosphere carbon dioxide to obtain the water vapor emissivities at
70 F which are plotted in Figure 4.1.2.8-1 for pL's of 0.30 to
3.7 cm. atm. and a constant water vapor partial pressure of 0.006 atm.
4.1.2.10. Egbert
Egbert (1942) working at M.I.T. under the supervision of Hottel
utilized a system with a design somewhat similar to Mangelsdorf except
that he included the use of a purged atmosphere between the furnace and
the radiometer to flush absorbing gases. He used five different path
lengths L = 0.006 (1.83), 0.77 (23.5), 2.55 (77.7), 6.67 (203.3) and
13.33 ft. (406.3 cm.) at gas temperatures of 70 - 1300 F (294 - 978 K).
The path length of 406.3 cm. was obtained by placing a gold mirror in
his furnace of maximum useful length of 203.3 cm. The partial pressure
of water vapor was determined to within 1 - 3 percent of its actual
value, except for few values below 0.02 atm. His path length was within
1% at 203.3 cm. and 5% at 23.5 cm, and as much as 30% at the shortest path
length of 1.83 cm. Temperature errors were ± 3 F except for the 23.5 cm.
furnace when the error was as high as 10 F. Stray radiation was constant
for any given path length. Egbert estimated an overall error in water
vapor emissivity of less than five percent.
The probable error in determining gas absorptivity was greater since
this involved taking the difference of two large numbers. Egbert's
experimental runs were not as carefully controlled as Mangelsdorf's.
His flow patterns were under poorer control and the data were far more
ragged. He did cover a wide range of L, p, and T which compensated in
large means for the raggedness of his data. His water vapor data are
shown in the composite figures in the section of water vapor results
and discussion. Extrapolation of absorptivity curves for a source at
2040 F and L = 2.55 ft. (77.7 cm.) to a gas temperature of 2040 F were
used by Egbert to determine the approximate values of water emissivities
at 2040 F. Similarly his absorptivity measurements using a black body
source at 70 F were used to approximate the water vapor emissivities at
70 F.
4.1.3. Spectral Data of Water Vapor
4.1.3.1. Introduction
The H20 molecule is a non-linear triatomic molecule having three
different values of moments of inertia about its principal areas. This
causes the approximate theoretical methods for predicting spectral
emissivities of diatmoic and linear polyatmoic molecule not to be
directly applicable. Detailed line-by-line calculations have been made
for water molecule at low temperatures, around 300 K, but extending
these calculations to high temperatures is not possible with the
available knowledge of the structure of the H20 molecule. It is,
therefore, necessary to get all necessary spectral data or band model
parameters for water at high temperatures by means of experimental
measurements. Recent publications listing the experimental or theoretical
spectral constants of water vapor in a wave number region of about 50
to 10,000 cm-1 and covering a temperature range from 300 to 3000 K
include those by Benedict and Kaplan (1959 and 1964),
Ferriso et al. (1964, 1966), Gates et al. (1964), Goldman and
Oppenheim (1965), Goldstein (1964), Goody (1964), Howard et al. (1956),
Ludwig et al. (1965, 1966, 1968, 1973), Malkmus (1962, 1967),
McClatchey et al. (1972), Palmer (1957, 1959, 1960), Selby et al. (1972),
Smith (1969), Stauffer and Walsh (1966), Stull et al. (1964),
Tien (1967) and Wyatt et al. (1964). The experimental spectra were
measured by different techniques and cover optical depths from 0.2 to
120 cm. atm., total pressures between 0.07 to about 10.atm., but the range
of parameters covered at any one temperature was limited. Only a few of
the pertinent articles will be reviewed here.
Howard, Burch and Williams (1956) used a multiple pass cell to
study the infrared absorption of water vapor and carbon dioxide under
simulated atmospheric conditions. They determined the band absorption
for the carbon dioxide bands at 15, 5.2, 4.8, 4.3, 2.7, 2.0, 1.6 and 1.4
microns with pL's of 1 - 1000 cm. atm. for the strong bands and of 100 -
8600 cm. atm. for the weak bands. They also measured the band absorption
of water vapor bands at 6.3, 3.2, 2.7, 1.87, 1.38, 1.1 and 0.94 micron
with a water vapor absorber concentration range of 0.004 to 3.8 cm. of
precipitable water. Assuming an average temperature of 290 K and an ideal
gas gives 1 pr. cm. of water - 1322.24 cm. atm. resulting in a pwL
range covered of 5.2 to 5025 cm. atm. (approximately). They fitted their
data in two forms:
weak band fit JAwdw = cu1/2 (P + p)k (4.1.3.1-1)
strong band fit FAwdw = C + D log 10 u + K log (P + p) (4.1.3.1-2)
Their results are in the form of tables of c, k, C, D and K for each
band. Their results of the 2.7 micron band of water vapor were later
extrapolated to cover the wings of the band by Ferriso and Ludwig (1964)
in order to obtain an integrated band intensity, reported by them as
120 cm-'2 atm-1 normalized to STP.
Howard et al. also applied the gas statistical model to water
vapor at room temperature and 1 atm. total pressure and found good
agreement over a wide range of optical depths.
Palmer (1957, 1959, 1960) studied and measured the transmission
of radiation through water vapor - nitrogen mixture in the spectral
region 20 to 50 microns, i. e. 500 to 200 cm-1 . Palmer used an
experimental set up which he termed the "Big Tube". It was a 100 ft. long
absorption cell with a diameter of 3 ft. The optical path consisted of
six passes through the cell, or an absorption path of 19600 cm. The
spectrometer was purged and dried to insure water-vapor free carbon-
dioxide-free air and was slightly pressurized to prevent influx of wet
air. He covered a partial pressure range of .00015 to .01 atm.
approximately. He reported his experimental spectral transmission at
spectral intervals of 10 cm- 1 in the range 500 to 320 cm-l and at
intervals of 5 cm-' in the range of 340 to 200 cm1- . His data included
Pw atm., Pt' T C, and the measured spectral transmission.
Palmer's data as presented can not be used as is in the present
work or for comparison with other's results. It was necessary to reduce
his data by fitting his experimental transmission in a given spectral
region to a curve of growth form, i. e.
u 2 1 1 1
-ln k2  4ak u . (4.1.3.1-3)
A direct fit is not possible because of variation of partial pressures of
water vapor and nitrogen. Using the equation of the water vapor line
half width:
b 0.44 p T 2 Pt J-
a = b/d (4.1.3.1-5)
the curve of growth equation becomes
2 = 1 + d 1 (4.1.3.1-6)
-lunT 4K bu
2
A least square fit of Palmer's spectral data in the form of (-u n) versus
1 11bushould result in a straight line with an intersection of L- and a slope
of which permits the calculation of the absorption coefficient k andof
the reciprocal line spacing 1/d.
Goldstein (1964) used a specially designed isothermal, high-
temperature absorption cell supplied with water vapor from a liquid water
reservoir submerged in a constant temperature oil bath to study the
infrared intensities and absorption coefficients of water vapor in the
6.3, 2.7, 1.87, and 1.38 micron regions at temperatures up to 1000 K. His
results are shown in Table 4.1.3.1-1. His results showed that the
integrated intensity for the 2.7 micron band normalized to 300 K is
approximately constant in the temperature range 300 to 1000 K at
195 + 20 cm-2 atm -1
Ferriso and Ludwig (1964) used a small supersonic burner which used
gaseous hydrogen and oxygen propellants to produce heated vapor test gas
at the exit. They measured the spectral emission at the immediate
exit of the burner where the composition, total pressure, and
temperature were defined. They measured the spectral emissivities of
water vapor between 2800 cm-1 and 4200 cm-l at a total pressure of one
TABLE 4.1.3.1-1
Goldstein Integrated Intensities of Water Vapor
(+ 10%)
Band Temp a a Normalized
Region (K) (cm-2 atm-') to 300 K to 273 K
(micron) (cm-'2 atm-') (cm-2atm-')STP
1.38 473 10.2 16.1 17.7
673 7.3 16.3 17.9
873 5.5 16.0 17.6
1.87 473 13.7 21.6 23.7
673 9.7 21.8 23.9
873 7.7 22.3 24.5
2.7 473 123.0 194.0 213.0
673 82.4 185.0 203.0
873 67.3 196.0 215.0
1000 61.6 206.0 226.0
143.0 225.0 247.06.3 473
atmosphere is the optically thin region. They recommended an integrated
intensity of the 2.7 micron band of 200 + 20% (cm-2 atm-1 )STP between
300 K and 2200 K.
Goldman and Oppenhein (1965, 1966) measured the emissivities of the
1.9 and 2.7 at 1200 K using quartz absorption cells of various lengths
heated in an electric furnace up to a temperature of 1200 K. Their
integrated band intensities are shown in Table 4.1.3.1-2.
Ludwig, Ferriso, Malkmus and Boynton (1965) measured the emission
spectrum of water vapor between 10 and 22 microns at temperatures
between 500 and 2200 K. They calculated the water vapor absorption
coefficient in the range 0 - 130 cm-l1 between temperatures of 300 and
3000 K by an approximate formulation and compared it with their measured
values. The agreement is not very good, especially at the lowest
temperature of 540 K. Their model predicts a k reaching a maximum at
w = 190 cm1 at 300 K, at 220 cm-l1 at 600 K causing the emissivity of the
15 micron band to peak at about the same wave number. They had no data
at 300 K and their data at 540 K stopped at w = 440 cm-l1 thus giving no
support to the maxima in s predicted by their model. The 300 K absorption
coefficients of Ludwig et al. (1965) and the k's computed in the present
work by least square fitting of Palmer's data are shown in Figures 4.1.3.1-7
and 4.1.3.1-8 respectively. In the interval 200 to 500 cm-1 both sets
indicate the steadily increasing strength of the rotation band of water
vapor toward long wave lengths, or small wave numbers. The theoretical
calculations of Benedict as published by Goody (1964) are shown in
Figure 4.1.3.1-8. His k's indicate the absorption coefficient at 300 K
reaches a maximum between 120 and 240 cm-l which is in good agreement
with Ludwig's calculation. Integrated band intensity
0 0
TABLE 4.1.3.1-2
Water Vapor Integrated Band Intensities at 300 K cm-2 atm-'STP
20p 6.3p 2.71 1.87p 1.38p 1.1411 Source
120 Howard et al. (1956)
210 ± 31 Jaffee and Benedict (1963)
247 ± 10% 208 ± 10% 23.8 ± 10% 17.8 ± 10% Goldstein (1964)
200 ± 20% 26 ± 7% 21.2 ± 10% 1.96 + 50% Ferriso and Ludwig (1964)
1840 300 ± 60 Ludwig et al. (1965)
180 21.2 17.9 Lowder (1971)
200 ± 20% Patch (1965)
331 200 24.1 20.1 Edwards and Balakrishnan (1973)
317 24.7 Benedict and Calfee (1967)
338 + 17% Rosenberg et al. (1970)
338 - 6.7% Rosenberg et al. (1970)
0.4 Burch et al. (1966)
220 + 20 19.8 + 2.7 Goldman and Oppenheim (1965)
300 220 24 18 1 Ludwig et al. (1973)
1442. Goody (1964)
220 ± 10% Goldman and Oppenheim (1960)
235 Gates et al. (1964)
58.4 175 126 10.1 8.3 0.32 Thomson (1967)
5.7 6.33 4.74 1.75 Echigo (1967)
250 ± 20% 230 + 15% 26 ± 15% 21 + 15% Ferriso et al. (1966)
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of the 15 micron band is 1840 cm-2 atm - STP according to Ludwig v.s.STP L v
1442 cm- 2 atm- I STP according to Benedict. These values are
approximately 30 times as much as the band intensity calculated by
Thomson (1967) by fitting his calculated emissivities to those of
Hottel. Echigo (1967) determined the integrated band intensities for
water vapor and carbon dioxide so as to coincide with Hottel total
emissivities; he calculated the band intensity for the 15 micron band
at an arbitrary condition at 300 K. Next he assumed the 2.7 micron and
shorter bands do not contribute at 400 K and determined the integrated
band intensity of the 6.3 micron by the difference between the total and
the 15 micron band emissivity at 400 K. The integrated intensities of the
2.7 and 1.87 micron bands were successively determined at 600 and 800 K.
Both Thomson and Echigo's valueswere well below those reported by other
investigators. Stauffer and Walsh (1966) measured the spectral
transmittances for mixtures of water vapor and nitrogen in the 14 - 20
micron region (700 to 500 cm-1) of water vapor. Their data were least
square fitted to a curve of growth curve and the resulting absorption
coefficients in the interval 495 to 715 cm-' with an interval of 55 cm-'
are plotted in Figure 4.1.3.1-8.
Tejwani and Varanasi (1970) extended Benedict's low
temperature tabulations of spectral line intensities up to 1200 K. They
computed the local mean absorption coefficent (in cm-' atm-1) at
spectral intervals of 5 cm-' from 450 cm-' to 1000 cm-' at 400, 600,
800, 1000, and 1200 K. They summed the spectral line intensities of all
important lines which were within ± 2.5 cm-' of the wave number chosen
and averaged them over the spectral interval. A plot of their tabulated
spectral absorption coefficient normalized to STP for temperatures of
400, 600, 800, 1000, and 1200 K are shown in Figures 4.1.3.1-2 through
4.1.3.1-6, in which the tabulated points are joined by straight line
connections. They compared the emissivities computed using their
spectral constants with the experimental measurements of
Ludwig et al. (1965) at the same temperatures between 10 and 22 microns.
Ludwig's measurements were performed at a total pressure of 1 atm and a
path length of 3.12 cm. The pL's were 0.62, 0.92, 1.10, and 1.68 cm. atm.
at 590, 850, 1040 and 1640 K respectively. The agreement was reasonably
good at 590 and 850 K, but the computed emissivities of Tejwani and
Varanasi fell below the experimental emissivities of Ludwig et al. at
1040 K and were much lower at 1640 K.
McClatchey et al. (1972, 1973) and Selby and McClatchey (1972)
provided a critical compilation of the data and models describing the
optical properties of the atmosphere. They developed a computational
technique in which the monochromatic transmission was assumed to follow
Beer's law with an attenuation coefficient that is the sum of scattering
and absorption coefficients. Their absorption coefficient followed a
Laudenburg Reiche formula. The water vapor line positions were calculated
from a set of energy levels which were obtained from the best available
data in all spectral regions by a smoothing process which, they claimed,
was partly theoretical, partly empirical. The line intensities were
computed using a model they developed including modifications suggested
by Benedict and Calfee (1967). They accepted the line widths of
Benedict (1956), Benedict and Kaplan (1959, 1964), Benedict and Calfee (1967)
and Benedict and Plyler (1954) as they were in general confirmed with
more recent high-resolution spectra of air-broadened or nitrogen-
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broadened water vapor. Their .calculated spectral absorption coefficients
at STP are shown in Figure 4.1.3.1-7 as a solid line connecting their
tabulated values. The Figure also includes the spectral data of
Breeze et al. of General Dynamics at 300 K (dashed line). For clarity
purposes the absorption coefficients of Benedict, Palmer, Stauffer, and
Hettner are shown separately from McClatchey et al. and the General
Dynamics data in Figure 4.1.3.1-8. The curves labelled "Palmer" and
"Stauffer" are the absorption coefficients fitted by the author of the
present investigation to Palmer's data at 292 K, 283.4 K and 291.6 K
and to Stauffer's data at 305.7 K. The spectral data of Hettner (1923)
at 354 K is taken from Guerrieri (1932). It is clear that the narrow
shape of the k v.s. w curve of the General Dynamics group is not
supported by results of any other investigator. The figures also show
the wide scatter of the spectral constants of the different experimenters
thus complicating the task of selection of the absorption coefficients
to be used in the present work. Although the position of the maximum k
suggested by General Dynamics is not supported by experimental data, it
is not too far off from a smoothed curve of Benedict's coefficients. The
GD curve therefore was accepted from 50 to 220 cm-'. At wave numbers
greater than 220 cm1- the spread of the absorption coefficients of
different investigators is more than a factor of 100 in some wave numbers
intervals although a factor of 10 seems a reasonable average. The
discrepancy is in a range where k is low and therefore has very little
effect on the integrated band intensity. It does, however, affect the
dependence of the total emissivity on the pL.
A narrow band gets saturated at low pL's resulting in a total
emissivity that tend to be high at low pL's and low at high pL's. A
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wide band with the same total band intensity results in a total
emissivity with stronger dependency on pL at moderate and high pL's.
Results of the present work showed that room temperature water vapor
emissivities computed using the data tabulated by General Dynamics,
i.e. Ludwig et al. and Breeze et al., were consistently higher than
experimental emissivities of Schmidt, Eckert, Hottel and Mangelsdorf
and Egbert at pL's less than 1 cm. atm. and were consistantly lower
than experimental emissivities at pL's greater than 50 cm. atm.,
indicating the possibility of a correct or slightly high integrated
band intensity but a narrow band assumption by Ludwig et al. In
comparing the spectral data of different investigators the author decided
that McClatchey et al.'s spectral data was a good representation of the
water vapor molecule at wave numbers greater than 400 cm-1 . In order
to modify Ludwig et al.'s spectral tabulations, it is necessary to
maintain the same integrated band intensity within ten percent.
It was, therefore, decided to use Ludwig et al.'s spectral
tabulations at 300 K from 50 to 425 cm-1 when the General Dynamics
coefficients falls below 0.1 cm-1 atm-1 and McClatchey's absorption
coefficients fall below 0.9. For wave numbers greater than or equal to
425 the absorption coefficients of McClatchey are used. The selected
data for the present work are shown in Figure 4.1.3.1-10, which displays
the final water vapor absorption coefficients for the fifteen micron
band in the temperature range 300 to 3000 K. The absorption coefficients
of the 15 micron band at 600 K of Tejwani and Varanasi were normalized
to cm-' atm- STP and compared to the General Dynamics values. Neither
set seemed to give good presentations of the desired 600 K coefficients.
Both sets gave total emissivities which were higher than experiments at
low pL's and lower than experiments at high pL's. In the absence of any
103
better method, the spectral absoprtion coefficients used in the present
work at 600 K and wave numbers greater than 425 cm-1 were generated
by plotting the absorption coefficients of each wave number interval
versus the temperature using the General Dynamics values from 1000 K
to 3000 K and McClatchey's value at 300 K. A tangent was drawn from
the 300 K point to the curve representing the 1000 to 3000 K values. The
intercept of the tangent line with the line T = 600 K was taken as the
absorption coefficient of water vapor at 600 K in cm-1 atm'STP The
present absorption coefficients at 600 K are plotted as a solid line in
Figure 4.1.3.1-9 together with the General Dynamics doefficients at
600 K as a dashed line and in Figure 4.1.3.1-10 displaying the spectral
constants of the water vapor 15 micron band as used in the present work.
At temperatures higher than 1000 K contribution to the total emissivity
of the fifteen micron band is not so significant as those of the 6.3
and 2.7 micron bands. The spectral tabulation of General Dynamics were
considered adequate and are used in the present work.
Ferriso et al. (1966) of the General Dynamics group compared their
tabulated values in the 6.3 micron band with those of Gates et al. (1964)
at 300 and 600 K. In general, the agreement was found to be within 20%.
They also compared their absorption coefficients with Oppenheim's (1965)
detailed measurements in the 2.7 micron band at 1200 K, with
Goldstein's (1964) absorption coefficients of the 1.38, 1.87, 2.7 and
6.3 micron bands at about 500 K and 1200 K, with Simmons et al. (1965)
2.7 micron band absorption coefficients between 700 and 1200 K. They
also compared calculated spectral emissivities using their spectral
tabulations with their own measured spectra of the 1.9 and 1.4 micron
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bands at 2200 K and 0.3 cm. atm. at STP, and with Burch and
Gryvnak (1962) spectrum of the 2.7 micron band at 1200 K, 1.76 cm. atm.,
pw = Pt = 1 atm. In general, the uncertainties were within ± 20 percent
in spectral regions where k varies slowly while in rapidly varying
portions of the spectrum the uncertainties were higher. The General
Dynamics tabulations for the spectrum region from 1200 cm-' to 9300 cm-1
and temperatures of 300, 600, 1000, 1500, 2000, 2500 and 3000 K were
considered adequate and complete and are used in the present work.
In calculating spectral and total emissivities at temperatures
other than the above seven temperatures at which the absorption
coefficients and the inverse line spacings are listed, it was necessary
to define an interpolating technique. Earlier computations carried
by the author indicated the unsuitability of polynomial least square
fitting. The technique used here is a first order Lagrange interpolation
of the log of the absorption coefficient or the inverse line spacing
versus the log of the absolute temperature.
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4.2 Carbon Dioxide
4.2.1. Introduction
Carbon dioxide is present in appreciable amounts in almost all
flames. It radiates its characteristic spectrum along with other gases
formed during combustion. Numerous measurements of the spectral and total
carbon dioxide have been done in addition to some theoretical work. The
measurements show the total emissivity depends on the gas temperature,
partial pressure, the path length and the broadening ability of various
species though with less effect than the case of water vapor. Only a
few of pertinent investigations will be reviewed here.
4.2.2. Total Emissivity Measurements
4.2.2.1. Rubens and Ladenburg
Rubens and Ladenburg (1905) measured the monochromatic absorptivity
at room temperature of carbon dioxide layers of various thicknesses and
concentration in the spectral range 12 to 18 micron. They also made
direct measurement of total absorptivity of pure carbon dioxide at one
atmosphere and path lengths from 1 to 400 cm. Their data points are
plotted in Figure 4.2.2.1-1. The data points of Hertz (1911) are shown
on the same figure. Hertz measured the long wave length absorption
spectrum of carbon dioxide, which is of importance at atmospheric
conditions.
4.2.2.2. Hottel and Mangelsdorf
Mangelsdorf (1935) under the supervision of Hottel at M.I.T. used
a furnace of path length of 51.2 cm. The partial pressure range was
0.002 to 1.00 atm. with a gas temperature range of 294 to 1320 K and a
background temperature range of 90 to 1633 K. He defined the path length
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by a concentration traverse and used hot, dry, carbon dioxide free air as
a windowless boundary to confine the radiating gas. The gas temperature
was uniform to ±2 F. Some of his measurements might have suffered from
atmospheric absorption. The experimental results are shown in
Figure 4.2.2.2-1. The emissivities reported at 2480 F are not data
points from direct measurements but are values obtained by extrapolations
from absorption measurements of radiation from black body at 2480 F.
Some of the data points of Rubens and Ladenburg at 70 F are also plotted.
4.2.2.3. Hottel and Smith
Smith (1935) measured the emission from combustion products of pre-
mixed flames of carbon monoxide and oxygen, and of carbon monoxide and
air at a pressure of 1 atm. His temperatures, which were measured by
sodium - D line reversal method, ranged from 1682 to 2355 K and the path
length range was 19.5 to 40 cm. His background temperature was 294 ± 2 K.
4.2.2.4. Eckert
Eckert (1937) measured the emission of mixtures of carbon dioxide
and nitrogen at a total pressure of 1 atm and path length of 10.2 cm for
gas temperatures of 678 to 1533 K, 65.2 cm for 373 to 673 K and 295.6 cm
at 373 K and a background temperature of 297 K. He allowed room air
containing water vapor and carbon dioxide partially heated by the
apparatus to form the boundary confining the radiating gas introducing
the possibility of atmospheric absorption. His results are shown in
Figure 4.2.2.4-1.
Hottel's (1954) recommended total emissivity chart for carbon
dioxide was based on the above data. Some of the measurements, however,
possibly suffered from atmospheric absorption, with the exception of the
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data of Hottel and Smith (1935) which was obtained in a system continously
flushed with carbon-dioxide-free water-vapor-free air. According
to Hottel it was later decided that some carbon dioxide or water
vapor absorption might have occured in the short open coupling between
the flushed radiometer and the flushed burner end.
4.2.2.5. Akhunov et al.
Akhunov, Panfilovich and Usmanov (1972) working in U.S.S.R.
measured the emissivity of carbon dioxide at 673 - 1070 K and 1 - 21
atmospheres total pressure for layer thicknesses of 10, 16 and 26.5 cm.
They used a thick-walled stainless steel tube as a working chamber in
which air or carbon dioxide was heated to the required temperature. The
carbon dioxide was confined, and the length was defined by the flow of
carbon dioxide-free moisture-free air with equal and opposite momentum.
The pressure was regulated by valves at the gas exit. The mole fraction
of carbon dioxide was measured by sampling the gas by means of a moveable
capillary along the axis of the chamber. The gas temperature was mea-
sured with a movable screened chromel-aluma thermocouple. They were
successful in obtaining a sharp boundary and a fairly uniform gas
temperature with a slight drop near the gas exit point. They estimated
the error in their experiments to be between 4.5 to 7.5%. Comparisons
of three of their data points at 673 K, P = 1.02 atm., L = 10, 16 and
26.5, or pL = 10.2, 16.32 and 27.03 cm atm with Hottel and Mangelsdorf
(1935) shows a maximum deviation of 4%. Their data is shown in
Table 4.2.2.5-1.
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TABLE 4.2.2.5-1
CO2 Data of Akhunov
Pt
atm.
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1l02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
1.02
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2,04
2.04
2,04
2.04
2*04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2,04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2.04
2*04
2.04
2.04
2.04
L
cm.
10,0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16*016,0
16.0
16.0
26.516,026.526.5
26.5
26.5
26.526s5*
pcL
cm. atm.
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10.20
10,20
16.32
16.32
16*32
16.32
16.32
16*32
16.32
16.32
16.32
27.03
27.03
27.03
27*03
27.03
27.03
27.03
20.40
20*40
20.40
20.40
20.40
20.40
20.40
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
32.64
54.06
54.06
54.06
54.06
54.06
54.06
54.06
et. al. (1972)
T
K
673.
725*
770.
821.
870.
923.
975.
670.
725*
770.
821.
870.
923.
975.
1010,
1077.
673.
726.
771.
820*
871.
923.
970s
670.
725.
770.
821.
870.
923.
975,
670,
725.
770.
821.
870.
923.
975,
1010.
1077.
673.
726.
771.
820.
871.
923.
970.
128
128
131
134
136
138
138
139
140
143
143
147
150
150
149
147
155
156
156
160
162
164
165
EXP.
EMIS.
0.100
0,100
0.103
0.105
0.105
0.108
0.110
0.111
0,112
0.112
0.117
0.119
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.122
0.127
0.128
0.128
0.130
0.134
0.138
0,139
PRESENT
CF
1.0089
1.0082
1.0078
1.0073
1.C069
1.0064
1.0061
1.0084
1.0080
1.0077
1.0074
1.0072
1.0069
1.0066
1.0064
1.0062
1.0077
1.0075
1,0074
1.0073
1*0072
1.0071
1.0070
1.0227
1.0218
1.0215
1.0207
1.0202
1.0196
1.0191
1.0208
1.0203
1.0201
1.0200
1,0199
1.0199
1.0200
1.0201
1.0205
1.0136
1.0182
1.0182
1.0185
1.0190
1.0197
1.0205
CORR.
EMIS
0.0991
0.0991
0, 1022
0.1042
0.1042
0.1073
0.1093
0.1100
0.1111
0.1111
0.1161
0.1181
0.1211
0,1212
0.1212
0.1212
0.1260
00 1270
0.1270
0. 190
0.1030
0,1370
0,1380
0.1251
0.1252
0*1282
0.1312
0,1333
0.1353
0*1354
0.1361
0,1372
0,1401
0.1401
0.1441
0,1470
0.1470
0.1460
0.1440
0,1521
0.1532
0.1532
0,1570
0*1589
0.1608
0.1616
TABLE 4.2.2.5-1 (continued)
EXP. Present
EMIS CF
Pt
atm.
6.12
6*12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6,12
6.12
6.12
6*12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6*12
6*12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6.12
6*12
11.22
11*22
11.22
11.22
11*22
11.22
11.22
11.22
11*22
11.22
11.22
11.22
11.22
11*22
11.22
11.22
11*22
11.22
11.22
11.22
11.22
21.42
21.42
21.42
L
cm.
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
16*0
16.0
16.0
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
16.0
16.0
16,0
16.0
16,0
16.0
16.0
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26.5
26 * 516.05
16.05
16.0
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PcL
cm. atm.
61.20
61.20
61.20
61.20
61.20
61.20
61.20
97*92
97.92
97.92
97.92
97.92
97.92
97*92
97.92
97.92
162.20
162.20
162.20
162,20
162*20
162*20
162.20
112.20
112.20
112.20
112,20
112*20
112*20
112*20
179.50
179*50
179.50
179.50
179.50
179.50
179.50
297.33
297,33
297.33
297*33
297,33
297,33
297.33
342.70
342.70
342.70
T
K
670.
721.
772.
820.
873.
921.
973.
670.
721.
772.
820.
873.
921.
973*
1010.
1077.
666.
721.
768.
821*
870.
920*
971.
670.
723.
771.
8.20.
870
922.
971.
670.
723*
771.
820.
870.
922.
971.
666.
723.
771.
826.
871.
920*
958.
670a
725.
770.
0.164
0*166
0.167
0.168
0.170
0.171
0*172
0*175
0.182
0.182
0*183
0*184
0.187
0.188
0.189
0.188
0*194
0.198
0.198
0*200
0.201
0.202
0@203
0.188
0.194
0.195
0.198
0.198
0*201
0*201
0*212
0.216
0*218
0,218
0,220
0.224
0.224
0*225
0.227
0*230
0.230
0*233
0.235
0.236
0.241
0,244
0*246
1.0263
1.0266
1.0266
1.0276
1.0291
1.0308
1.0330
1.0253
1.0252
1,0262
1.0280
1.0300
1.0339
1.0378
1.0409
1,0469
1*0265
1.0270
1.0296
1.0333
1,0380
1*0436
1.0275
1.0277
1,0291
1,0317
1.0353
1.0400
1.0448
1.0292
1.0289
1.0306
1,0338
1.0386
1.0386
1.0447
1.0516
1.0336
1.0317
1.0327
1.0363
1.0409
1.0478
1*0539
1.0360
1.0335
1.0348
Corr.
EMIS
0*1597
011616
0.1626
0.1634
0.1651
0.1658
0.1665
0.1706
0.1775
01,'73
001'"80
0.1786
0.lr08
0*1011
0 1015
0.1795
0.1889
0.1927
0.1923
0.1935
0.1936
0,1935
0.1975
0.1829
0.1885
0.1890
0.1912
0.1903
0*1923
0.1952
0.2060
0,2095
0.2108
0.2098
0.2118
0.2144
0.2130
0*2.1.76
0. 2:.00
0.2227
0. 219
0.2838
0 2;342
0,2239
0.2326
0.2360
0.2377
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4.2.3. Spectral Data
Detailed line-by-line calculations are possible for carbon
dioxide at low temperatures. As temperature increases the line density
increases rapidly leading to the use of band models. The approximate
calculations of Plass (1958, 1959) showed that the number of spectral
lines with intensities greater than 10-7 of the intensity of the
strongest line in the 4.3 micron band of carbon dioxide increased from
1400 to 300 K to 81000 at 1200 K and to 890000 at 2400 K. Considerable
work has been done to give the necessary spectral constants and/or the
integrated band intensities of carbon dioxide. Radiation from carbon
dioxide is mainly from three strong bands 15, 4.3, and 2.7 microns. At
high temperatures and high pL's the spectrum of the 4.3, 15 and 2.7 bands
gets saturated and the weaker bands at 10., 9., 4.9 and 2 microns
contributions become noticeable. The present calculation indicates that
20% of the total radiation from carbon dioxide at 1600 K and pL of 1000
cm. atm. is from the 2. micron bands. It is, therefore, important to
include all possible information of all bands. Spectral absorption data
for carbon dioxide were obtained as early as (1927) by Fues. A limited
number of data for the 4.3 and 2.7 micron bands were obtained by
Tingwalt (1934, 1938). Extensive band absorption data were obtained
and/or published by Breeze et al. (1963, 1964, 1965), Burch et al.
(1962, 1964), Edwards (1960, 1963), Flornes (1962), Ludwig et. al.
(1965, 1966, 1967, 1968), Malkmus et al. (1962, 1963, 1967), Nelson (1959),
Nicolet (1962), Rasool (1964), Stull et al. (1964), Thorndike (1947),
Tien (1967), Tourin (1961), Varanasi and Lauer (1966), Weber et al (1951,
1959), Wolk (1967) and Yamamotoand Sasamori (1958). A summary of the
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published values including recommended value in theoretical papers of
integrated band intensities in (cm-2 atm-1 ) normalized to STP at 300 K
for the 2, 2.7, 4.3, 10 and 15 micron bands of carbon dioxide is given
in Table 4.2.3-1. The total integrated intensity of a fundamental band,
e.g. 15 and 4.3 micron bands of carbon dioxide, is independent of
temperature while the integrated intensity of an overtone or combination
band systems increase with increasing temperature [Breeze et al. (1965)].
Figure 4.2.3-1 shows the variation of the ratio 4, as defined as
q- =T) T -=(T)STP
c(To)T 0  a(To)STP
with temperature for the 4.3, 2.7 and 2 micron bands of carbon dioxide
according to Breeze et al. (1965). The variation of 4 for the same
bands according to Edwards and Balakrishnan (1973) and as computed in
the present work is also shown. The different recommendations for the
temperature dependence are in good agreement. The data points above
1000 K were obtained by Ferriso (1962) and Ferriso and Ludwig (1964) from
measurements in rocket burners and by Breeze and Ferriso (1963, 1964) and
Patch (1964) from measurements made in shock tubes. The agreement in
general is good. The temperature dependence of the 10 micron band system
of carbon dioxide was studied and an expression for the variation of the
total band intensity with temperature was given by Malkmus, Ludwig, and
Ferriso (1966). The variation of aSTP according to their expression and
as computed in the present work is shown in Figure 4.2.3-2 together with
the data of different investigations.
A theoretical model for the spectral constants in the 4.3 micron
band was developed by Malkmus (1963). In calculating the s/d and 1/d
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STABLE 4.2.3-1
Integrated Band Intensities of the 2, 2.7, 4.3, 10 and 15 Micron Bands of
Carbon Dioxide (cm-2 atm- 1 at STP at 300 K)
0 0
2p 2.7p
Edwards and Balakrishnan (1973)
Burch et. al. (1962)
Ludwig et. al. (1966)
Eggers and Crawford (1951)
Burch et. al. (1962)
Fahrenfort (1963)
Kaplan and Eggers (1956)
Fues (1927)
Howard and Patty (1958)
Varanasi and Lauer (1966)
Wolk (1967)
Madden (1961)
Thorndike (1947)
Schurin (1960)
Ludwig et. al. (1973)
Ferriso et. al. (1965)
Benedict and Plyler (1954)
Plyler et. al. (1962)
Weber et. al. (1951)
Martin and Barker (1932)
Overend et. al. (1959)
Weber (1959)
McCubbin (1966)
Malkmus et. al. (1966)
Kostowski (1954)
Edwards (1960)
Breeze et. al. (1963, 1964)
Calfee and Benedict (1966)
1.30 78
66.4
91 +
80
1.6 67.
67.
77.8
0
4.3-p
2160
0
1 Op
.0663
.0695 ± .016
2693
2500 ± 400
2640, 2500
2970 ± 60
2700
2970
2706
2943
2700
.058
.043
.05 ± 50%
.0528 ± .0045
.0415 ± 40%
2.0
1.57
0 0
SOURCE 0
15p
373
362
240
161
330
9u
36
20
90
220161,
240
179
240 ± 20
220 ± 10
246
255
187
240
240
S10
+5
± 22
±5
172
220
240
^^
TABLE 4.2.3-1
0 0
2. 2.7pU
SOURCE
Burch et. al. (1964)
Yamamoto and Sasamori (1958)
Penner (1959)
Ben Arych (1967)
Oppenheim et. al. (1963)
Kunitomo et. al. (1974)
Echigo et. al. (1967)
1.61
71.3
20 30
(cont'd)
0
4.33p
0
1011
0
151
212
2700
2580
2660
20
120
-2 -
values from his model Malkmus used the value of 2700 cm2 atm- for the
total band intensity obtained by Benedict and Plyler (1954) and a value
of 0.064 cm-1 for the average line width of 300 K and 1 atm. derived from
the study of Kaplan and Eggers (1956). The computed emissivities obtained
by Malkmus were verified experimentally by Ferriso, Ludwig, and Acton (1966)
between 2650 and 3000 K using path lengths of 1.67 and 2.34 cm. and
within a wave number range of 1800 to 2450 cm- . Malkmus (1964) also
developed a theoretical model for the spectral constants in the 2.7
micron band. He used Penner's (1959) value of 71.3 cm- 2 atm-' STP for the
total band intensity at 300 K and Kaplan and Eggers (1956) values of
0.064 cm-1 for the average line half-width at 300 K and 1 atm with a T- / 2
variation. The spectral emissivities calculated using the S/d and 1/d
values from his model were in good agreement with Tourin's (1961)
measurement at 1273 K, PCO = .921, and L = 12.7 cm and with Burch,
Gryvnak and Williams (1962) data at temperatures of 1200 and 1500 K,
PCO 2 of 0.997 and 2. atm. and a path length of 7.75 cm. Ludwig, Ferriso
and Acton (1966) measured the spectral emissivity of the 15 micron band
of carbon dioxide in the temperature range 1000 to 2300 K. They calculated
the absorption coefficient, s/d in the interval 500 to 880 cm- . The
results of the calculation for the three bands were published in the form
of tables by the Space Science Laboratory (1966, 1967), and by Ludwig et al.
(1966, 1968, and 1973). The tabulation included the absorption
coefficient k (cm-1 atm-1 STP) for the 15 micron band from w = 500 to
w = 880 cm-1 with a step of 5 cm-1 at temperatures 300, 600, 1200, 1500,
1800, and 2400 K, the absorption coefficient for the 4.3 micron band
(cm-1 atm-' STP) from 1900 to 2150 cm-1 with a step of 10 cm-1 at 300,
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600, 1200, 1500, 1800, 2400, and 3000 K. The absorption coefficients
(cm-' atm -1 STP) for the 2.7 micron band were listed at the same seven
temperatures from 3000 to 3560 cm-I with a step of 10 cm-1 and from
3565 to 3770 cm-1 with a step of 5 cm-'. The fine structure parameter
1/d in cm was tabluated for the 4.3 micron band from 2000 to 2390
cm-1 with a step of 10 cm-' at the same seven temperatures. The 1/d
values listed for the 2.7 micron band were from 3080 to 3770 cm-' with a
step of 10 cm-1 at temperatures of 300, 600, 1200, 1500, and 1800 K only.
No 1/d values were given for the 15 micron band. No absorption
coefficient or 1/d values were listed for either the 10 micron or the 2
micron band systems. For the purpose of calculating total carbon
dioxide emissivities in the present work it was necessary to use the
spectral data measured by Edwards (1960, 1963), Edwards and Menard (1964),
Nicolet (1963),Calfee and Benedict (1966) and Edwards and Balakrishnan
(1973) to fill the gaps. Edwards and Nicolet measured the spectral
parameters of carbon dioxide gas in nitrogen at total pressures from 0.5
to 10 atm., temperatures from 294 to 1390 K (530 to 2500 R), mole fractions
from 0.05 to 1. and pL's from 0.0004 to 5 lb/ft/ft which is approximately
0.1 to 1250 cm. atm. at STP covering a wave number range of 470 to 6180
cm-'. Their integrated band intensities for the 10p band at 300 K is
included in Table 4.2.3-1 and in Figure 4.2.3-2. Using their band
absorption correlations the author estimated integrated band intensities
of .004, .025 and .027 cm- 2 atm-' STP at 294 K for the 7.5, 1.6 and 1.4
weak micron bands respectively. Data on the temperature dependence of
the weak bands is very limited. Comparison of the above band intensities
of the weak 10 and 21p at temperature of 600 K and above, which have
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numerical values above 1 cm-2 atm-ISTP show that the 7.5, 1.6, and 1.4
micron bands are very weak and their neglect is quite justifyable.
Edwards (1963) spectral data were presented in the form of k, the
absorption coefficient which Edwards termed C2, in ft2/lb and 4bCO 2 /d
(dimensionless). His k values were converted into cm-1 atm-I by
multiplying each value by 1.976/T where T is in R, or 1.976/492 to get
it as cm-1 atm-1 STP. Using bCO = 0.07 2~273/T where T is in K it
was possible to compute 1/d values from Edwards listings. His 2 micron
band spectral data covered a spectrum range of 4800 to 5700 cm-1 and
were very scattered when plotted as a function of the temperature for
the selected wave numbers as a parameter or when cross plotted. The
absorption coefficients were smoothed in both directions in the present
study and then integrated to check the band intensity values. In the
absence of better data for the 2 micron band, Edwards smoothed data were
included in the calculation of the carbon dioxide total emissivity and
absorptivity. His data for the 10 micron band were similarly treated,
checked for total intensity and included in the model of the present
work.
The tabluations of Malkmus et al. (1973) for the 15 micron band
assigned zero values to the absorption coefficient at 1200 K between 500
and 520 cm-1 and from 835 to 880 cm-1 , and at 600 K in the range
500 - 565 cm-1 and from 795 to 880 cm- , and at 300 K in the range
500 - 580 and 775 to 880 cm-'. Although the zeros were in the wings of
the fifteen micron band, which contribute a small fraction of the total
emission, they nevertheless led to some undesirable flat spots in the
curves of calculated emissivity versus temperature of the 15 micron band.
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The absorption coefficients, and the reciprocal of the mean line
spacing 1/d at temperatures other those tabulated were obtained using
Lagrange Linear interpolation of In s/d or In I/d and In T. For
purposes of the program the zero values were assumed to be about 10-18
(In 10-18 = -40). Clearly the interpolated value between a zero and a
nonzero absorption coefficient, using logarthmic interpolation, depends
on what value the zero is given. By plotting the absorption coefficients
versus the absolute temperature this arbitrary value assigned to zero
could be replaced with more realistic value. For example, for wave
numbers of 585 and 580 cm- 1 the curves were nearly parellel between 600
and 3000 K. There is no reason why they could not show the same trend
below 600 K, yet a k of 0.0157 cm- 1 atm-n STP is given by Ludwig et al.
for w = 585 cm-' at 300 K while a zero is given for k at w = 580 cm- .
The curve of w = 580 was extrapolated from 600 K to be with an
approximately similar curvature as the one for w = 585 cm-1. The extra-
polated k value at 300 K for w = 580 cm-1 was 0.00895 cm-' atm-1 STP.
The technique of extrapolation with similar curvature was used to replace
all the zeros by numerical values. This resulted in a smooth total
emissivity curve for the 15 micron band. It was necessary to check the
effect of this extrapolation on the total band intensity values before
incorporating the new values as part of the present model. The new values
had no noticeable effect on the total band intensity which was 239 at
300, 232 at 600, 240 at 1200, 246 at 1500, 242 at 1800 K and
260 cm-2 atm-1(STP) at 2400 K. The extrapolated values were incorporated
into the miodel to replace the zero values.
The listed absorption coefficients for the 4.3 micron band also
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had some zero values. At 2400 K zeros were given in the range 1900 -
1980 cm-1, at 1800 K from 1900 to 2080 cm- ', at 1500 K from 1900 -
1980 cm -1, at 1200 K from 1900 to 2130 cm-', at 600 K from 1900 to
2190 cm-' and at 300 K from 1900 to 2240 cm-'. The same technique of
extrapolation based on an assumed similarity of curvature at the
different wave numbers was utilized to replace the zero values. The
listed k for the 2.7 micron band had zero at 2400 K from 3000 to 3080
cm-1, from 3000 to 3150 cm-1 at 1800 K and 1500 K, from 3000 to 3100 cm-1
at 1200, from 3000 to 3200 cm-' at 600 K and from 3000 to 3280 cm-1
at 300 K. The same techniques were used to replace all the zero k
values. The calculated integrated band intensities using the corrected
non zero absorption coefficients are plotted in Figure 4.2.3-1.
Clearly, they are in very good agreement with Breeze et al. (1965)
theoretical model and with Edwards and Balakrishnan (1973) model values.
The integrated band intensities of the 4.3 micron spectral k's used in
the present work are also plotted. The agreement is very good with
both experimental and theoretical calculations of Breeze et al. The 4
values for Edwards and Balakrishnan for the 4.3 micron band are the same
as Breeze, i.e. ý = 1 for all temperatures.
There were no 1/d values given for the 15 micron band. In the
abscence of any data the 1/d values given at w = 2000 cm-1 and tempera-
tures of 300, 600, 1200, 1500, and 1800 K were used. At 300 K the I/d
value was a constant equal to 2.553 cm-1 for wave numbers from 2270 to
2000 cm-1. The 1/d value of 14.49 cm-1 at 600 K was constant from 2200
cm-1 to 2000. At 1200 K the 1/d value was 184.4 cm-1 and was constant
from 2140 to 2080 cm-1 . At 1500 K 1/d was constant equal to 400.8 cm-1
for a wave number range of 2140 to 2000 cm-1. At 1800 K the 1/d was
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872.7 cm-1 for w = 2090 to 200 cm-1. This justifies the use of the
values of 2.593, 14.49, 184.4, 400.8 and 872.7 cm-1 for the I/d values
for all wave numbers less than 2000 cm-1 at temperatures of 300, 600,
1200, 1500, and 1800 K respectively. The 1/d values are of secondary
importance in the calculation of total emissivity. The 1/d values
affect the broadening correction factor, which is known to be much
closer to unity than the corresponding values for water vapor. There-
fore, errors introduces by casual treatment of the 1/d should not be
significant. From the value 1/d = 14.49 cm-l at 600 K it is evident that
the line structure is so dense that an error in 1/d at 600 K and above
should have a negligible influence on the total emissivity calculations.
The total band intensities of the k values used in the present work
for the 10.4 micron band are shown in Figure 4.2.3-2. They are in good
agreement with the theoretical model and data of Malkmus (1966) and with
the data of nine other investigators. The band was assumed to extend
from 900 cm-' to 1150 cm-'. As indicated earlier, the 1/d values were
taken to be the same as the 4.3 micron band values at w = 2000 cm-l. The
total band intensities of the k values used in the present work and
obtained from the smoothed data of Edwards are plotted in Figure 4.2.3-2.
The agreement is very good with the theoretical model and data of
Malkmus (1966) and with the data of nine other investigators. The band
was assumed to extend from 900 cm-1 to 1150 cm-'. As indicated earlier,
the 1/d values were taken to be the same as the 4.3 micron band values at
w = 2000 cm1 . The total band intensities of the k values used in the
present work and obtained from the smoothed data of Edwards are plotted
in Figure 4.2.3-2. The agreement is very good with experimental points,
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TABLE 4.2.3-2
Integrated Band Intensities of Carbon Dioxide
Spectral Data Used in the Present Work
Temperature
300
600
1200
1500
2400
3000
15
239
233
240
246
262
262
10
0.0506
1.262
6.365
11.13
15.93
20.5
Band (in
4.3
2952
2953
2929
2902
2860
2810
Microns)
2.7
77.8
81.5
101.3
131.1
164.3
196.8
2
1.47
1.69
2.64
4.20
6.37
9.59
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the theoretical models of Breeze et al. (1965) and of Edwards and
Balakrishnan (1973). A tabulation of the band intensities of the
spectral k used in the present work is shown in Table 4.2.3-2. The
author believes that the spectral data of k and 1/d as selected in the
present work give an adequate representation of the spectral properties
of carbon dioxide.
Edwards and Balakrishnan (1973) developed what they termed as a
"Universal" band absorption curve of growth which was a function of two
dimensionless numbers that can be calculated either from physical
constants or listed constants which were related to the type of the
molecule under study. The use of this model is limited since it does
not give spectral emissivities. In the present work their model was
programmed separately for purposes of comparison.
4.2.4. Calculation of Band Contributions
The relative importance of each band can be estimated by assuming
an average emiwsivity to each band. Consider the three strong bands of
carbon dioxide: 15, 4.3, 2.7 micron bands. Assume the 15 micron band
extends from 20 to 8.7 micron, the 4.3 micron band extends from 5 to 4
micron and the 2.7 extends from 3 to 2.5 micron. The total emissivity
may be expressed as
E 0w dfw 20p E df + 51- Fwdf + 3.Oi' wdf
0 8.7p 4p - 2.5p
= '15 (f 20 - f8. 7) + 4.3 (f5 - f ) + 62. 7 (f 3 - f2.5)
SAf 1 5 15 + Af4 .3E4. 3 + Af2.7E2.7
Using table 5.1 of Hottel and Sarofim (1967) the required values of Af
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TABLE 4.2.4-1
Band Contribution Factors (Af) in
Carbon Dioxide Emission
T K Af1 5  Af4. 3  Af2.7
400 .476 .0197 .0018
800 .169 .318 .0735
1200 .070 .130 .130
1600 .034 .087 .127
2000 .018 .058 .104
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can be calculated at any desired temperature. Table 4.2.4-1 shows the
result for temperatures of 400, 800, 1200, 1600, and 2000 K.
The present computations include the calculation of the contri-
butions of each band to the gas emission. When those values are used
with the Af's listed in Table 4.2.4-1 it becomes possible to estimate
an average emissivity of any band at specified temperatures.
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4.3. Mixtures of Carbon Dioxide and Water Vapor.
4.3.1. Introduction
Mixtures of carbon dioxide and water vapor are very common in
combustion products. Unfortunately, there is a limited number of
measurements of the total emissivity or absorptivity from their mixtures.
Clearly, the measurements depend on the gas temperature, partial pressure
of each absorbing gas, the path length and the broadening ability of
various species on each of the two absorbing gases. The number of
experimental measurements of mixtures of carbon dioxide and water vapor
is rather limited.
4.3.2. Mixture Measurements
4.3.2.1. Hottel and Mangelsdorf
The experiments of Hottel and Mangelsdorf (1935) have been dis-
cussed in the sections on water vapor and on carbon dioxide. Based
on their measurements of total emissivity of each of the two gases and
their mixtures, they presented data on the overlap correction AE over a
temperature range of 970 to 2360 R at two different pL's of 1.68 ft.
atm. (51.2 cm. atm.) and 0.27 ft. atm. (8.23 cm. atm.) and p /(Pw + pc)
ratios of 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. Their data is shown in Figure 4.3.2.1-1.
The data exhibits significant scatter and were considered by Hottel to be
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a temporary measure of the overlap correction.
4.3.2.2. Eberhardt
Eberhardt (1936) under the supervision of Hottel measured the heat
radiation in steel reheating furnaces. His experiments were discussed
in earlier sections. His data using a furnace length of 14 ft. (426.7 cm)
and a ratio of pw/pc = 1.58 covered a temperature range of 1670 to 2380 F
and pL's of 2.5 to 4.1 ft. atm. The data are shown in Figure 4.3.2.2.-l.
His data shows significant scatter. Possible sources of errors in his
experiments have been discussed in a previous section.
4.3.2.3. Millard
Millard (1935) working at M.I.T. under the supervision of Hottel
studied the radiating characteristics of premixed flames. He measured
the radiation of illuminating gas over a temperature range of 2500 to
2800 F,(p + p )L = .05 to 0.12 ft. atm. at flame depths of 5, 5.75, 7,
and 8 inches with an air/gas ratio of 6.99 to 8.8, pw - 0.1 to 0.14 atm.
and p c 0.045 to 0.055 atm. He measured the flame temperature with the
sodium - D line reversal method. The total emissivity of the water-
vapor-carbon dioxide mixture (pw/[pw + pc] = .705) as presented in his
thesis is represented at four temperatures of 2500, 2600, 2700, and
2800 F in Figure 4.3.2.3-1.
4.3.2.4. Fishenden
Margret Fishenden (1936) working at the Imperial College in
England on the radiation from Non-Luminous combustion gases measured the
radiation from a combustion gas mixture of 20.5% water vapor and 7.5%
carbon dioxide due to burning of town gas. She covered a temperature
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range of 600 to 2000 F and used Pt - Pt/Rh thermocouples to measure the
temperature. There was, however, a considerable temperature gradient
along the line of sight. Her path length was one foot, but she did not
obtain very sharp boundaries to her radiating gas mixture. The stray
radiation was somewhat high in her experiments and her measurements
suffered from absorption by the atmosphere although she claimed that ...
"A small correction had to be made for absorption by water vapor in the
air between the experimental tube and the thermopile." Her data for
(Pc + Pw)L of 0.2 and 0.3 ft. atm. are presented in Figure 4.3.2.4-1.
4.3.2.5. Eckert
Eckert (1937) measured the radiation from water vapor and from
carbon dioxide. He used monochromatic absorption data measured by
Schmidt (1913) to calculate his overlap correction of the mixture
emissivity. He covered a temperature range of 400 to 1200 K, (pc + p w)L
range of 10 to 200 cm. atm. The results of his calculations are plotted
as dashed lines in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2 and 5.5-3.
4.3.2.6. Sarofim
Sarofim (1961) at M.I.T. under the supervision of Hottel studied
the radiant heat transmission in enclosures. He assumed random distri-
bution of spectral lines, which were experimentally verified by Howard
et al. (1956), calculated the carbon dioxide emissivity from Edward's
data and the emissivity of water vapor from Thomson's model, only at the
region of overlap of the two gases. The results of Sarofim's
calculations for an equimolal mixture of carbon dioxide and water vapor
are reproduced in Figure 4.3.2.6-1, which includes the data by Hottel
S) 0 0
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H20 Emission Bands
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and Mangelsdorf as presented by Sarofim.
4.3.2.7. Hines and Edwards
Hines and Edwards (1964, 1968) studied the use of band model for
calculation of absorption of infrared radiation by mixtures of water
vapor, carbon dioxide and nitrogen as an inert gas. To verify theoreti-
cal calculations they made low resolution spectral absorption measure-
ments in a 7/8 inch internal diameter stainless steel test cell with an
isothermal absorbing gas path length of 15 - 24 in. They measured the
wide band absorptions of carbon dioxide-water vapor-nitrogen gas
mixtures at approximately 1 atm. and temperatures of about 1000 and
1500 R. Their data included the two strongest overlapping bands of 2.7
and 15 microns and the two strongest bands with minor overlapping
(6.3 and 4.3 microns). Total gas absorptivities were obtained by
summing the wide band absorptions weighted according to the Planck
function. Their results are shown in Table 4.3.2.7-1. The "BAND"
values are those recorded by Hines and Edwards using a band model
equation based on Beer's law. Absorptivities based on summing experimen-
tally measured band absorptions are denoted "EXPTL". The "HOTTEL"
values were the values of gas absorptivities predicted for the
experimental conditions by the graphical correlations of Hottel and
Egbert (1942) and listed by Hines and Edwards who also modified Hottel's
extrapolated data to include contirbutions of the medium strength bands
1.37 and 1.87 microns of water vapor and the 2.0 micron band of carbon
dioxide. This was done by replacing the absorptivity overlap correction
of Hottel by one calculated by Hines and Edwards using the approximations
of Penner and Varanasi (1966). Mixture emissivities based on summing
calculated band absorption are denoted "BAND" in the table.
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TABLE 4.3.2.7-1
COMPARISON OF ABSORPTIVITIES AND ABSORPTIVITIES OVERLAP
CORRECTIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND WATER VAPOR MIXTURES
1 2
1.042 1.098
982 990
5 6
1.093 le070
990 1475
MOLE FRACTIONS OF
WATER *258 .051 o241 *250 .101 .100 *752
C01 *254. *249 *046 .249 .099 o098 *248
ABSORBING MATTER (P(C) + P(W)) L
FToATM .686 .423 *403 o643 *292 o299 1.5
RATIO OF P(W)/
.5037
ABSORPTIVITIES
EXPTL* .233
BAND *218
HOTTEL *195
MOD HCH *211
PRESENT *189
ABSORPTIVITIES
HOTTEL *029
P+V *021
BAND *013
PRESENT #014
EMISSIVITIES
BAND *368
PRESENT *306
(P(W) + P(C) )
*17
*138
.131
*125
*131
*122
OVERLAP
.011
.016
.005
*006
.838 o5005 .504 .505 *751
*206
*196
*170
*175
*169
#206
*197
.190
*204
*205
CORRECTIONS
o011 *026
*006 o017
*086 *012
o006 .014
.150
.150
o135
o148
*133
.018
*013
*005
*006
*143
*144
o130
*139
*147
e013
0010
*004
o006
o332
*324
*325
*327
*298
*033
*029
*031
*026
*203 o348 *285 *256 .191 .520
.190 *274 *269 .217 .195 o460
RUN NO
P ATM
TEMP R
12
198814
988
13
1.178
1470
15
100217
1002
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5.1. Results and Discussion of Carbon Dioxide
The gas model developed in the present work can be run for any
conditions of temperature, total pressure, partial pressure and pL
products to calculate the emission or absorption of carbon dioxide.
The emissivity data can be plotted in several ways. A plot of the
emissivity versus pL is very useful in establishing the different
regimes. At low pL the slope of the curve should approach unity,
which is in the linear region. At some intermediate value the slope
approaches 0.5 in the square root region. At very high pL the curve
approaches an assymptotic slope of zero. The problem associated with
the use of an emissivity versus pL plot is that lines for different
temperatures tend to cross each other, making interpolation on the
temperature scale inaccurate. A plot of the emissivity versus the
absolute temperature for selected pL's is preferable. The curves of
different pL's do not intersect or cross each other.
Two types of comparisons are needed; one to check the consistency
of the different independent experimental investigators and the second
to check the agreement between the present computed emissivities and the
experimental values. The experimental results of Hottel and
Mangelsdorf (1935), Eckert (1937), Hottel and Smith (1935) and
Akhunov (1973) have overlapping temperature range but were obtained
at different conditions of total pressure, carbon dioxide partial
pressure and pL product. It was necessary to reduce all data to a
common total and partial pressure. This was selected to be the standard
condition of zero partial pressure and a total pressure of one
atmosphere. The correction to standard conditions was achieved by
computing the emissivity at the temperature and pL corresponding to each
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experimental point twice; once at the experimental carbon dioxide
partial pressrue and total pressure, and the other at the standard
condition pc = 0 and Pt = 1.0 atm. The ratio of the two emissivities
is the pressure broadening correction factor which may then be used to
normalize the experimental emissivity to the standard state of
pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. The raw and corrected data of Akhumov et al.
is shown in Table 4.2.2.5-1. The above step conpemsates, to the
extent that the theoretical model predicts the correct pressure
boradening correction factor, for the variation of partial and total
pressure between different experiments; the resulting corrected
emissivities are functions of only the gas temperature and the pL
product. One of the last two variables had to be eliminated to allow
comparison of data of different investigators. Although short distance
interpolation in either direction (T or pL) may be acceptable, it is
believed that interpolation on the basis of pL could be accomplished
without introducing any appreciable error using a power relation i.e.
and the value of n is to be determined from the closest two data points
to the pL in question. The above procedure was used to normalize
experimental data to Hottel and Mangelsdorf, Eckert and Akhunov to
obtain plots of the emissivity versus the absolute temperature for pL's
from 0.1 to 300 cm. atm. and a temperature range of 400 to 1700 K. For
purposes of clarity, the data were plotted in two different figures,
5.1-2 and 5.1-3. The first includes Hottel and Mangelsdorf corrected
emissivities denoted by + at pL's of 0.1, 0.3, 0.8, 2., 5., 10., 30. and
80. cm. atm. Eckert's emissivities, denoted by X, are plotted for the
U! in I..C
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same pL's over a temperature range of 400 to 600 K and for the sam pL's
up to 10 cm. atm. for temperatures of 700 to 1500 K; Akhunov data,
shown as *, are plotted for pL's of 10, 30, 80, and 200 cm. atm. over a
temperature range of 670 to 1070 K. Emissivities computed using the
present model and using Edwards and Balakrishnan's model are plotted on
the same graph at the same pL's over a temperature range of 300 to
2200 K and are denoted 0 and - respectively. The second figure includes
data sets of the same investigators over the same temperature ranges,
but at pL's of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1., 3., 8., 20., 50., 100 and 300 cm. atm.
In order to include Smith's (1935) high temperature carbon dioxide data,
it was necessary to smooth his data. The first step was to calculate
the pressure broadening correction factor for each of his data points
and reduce his data to pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. The normalized data were
grouped together for temperature intervals of 100 K between 1710 and
2310 K. Emissivity was plotted versus pL and smooth curves for any
chosen temperature were drawn with the guidance of the data points at
the other temperatures, as shown in Figure 5.1-1. Emissivities read from
the smoothed curves at pL = 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, and 10 cm. atm. were included
in the graph. The figures show a break in the curves going through
Eckert's smoothed points between 600 and 700 K. This is because Eckert's
data points between 400 and 600 K were measured in a furnace of length
65.4 cm. while his data at 700 K and above were measured using a 10.2 cm.
furnace. The break in the curve diminishes with increasing pL and
disappears around 2 cm. atm. In comparing the different curves, one
should be cognizant that Edwards and Balakrishnan did not place much
confidence in the accuracy of their model for the fifteen micron band.
Therefore, curves going through computed points of Edwards were not
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extended below 480 K. At low pL's (0.1, 0.2 cm. atm.) there is a marked
discrepancy between the data of Eckert and Hottel and Mangelsdorf.
Eckert's curve is quite high, while the H & M curve is quite low
compared to the present computations and to Edwards computation in the
range 1000 - 1500 K. Eckert's emissivities are almost twice as high as
H & M's. Therefore, in constructing the smoothed carbon dioxide
emissivity, it is not unjustiable to give Eckert and H & M curves very
little weight at pL's of 0.1 and 0.2 cm. atm.
One of the explanations for discrepancies between different sets
of data is that Mangelsdorf's low pL measurements might have suffered
from atmospheric absorption. At low pL's and temperatures below 500 K
Mangelsdorf had no experimental data. The extrapolation of his line
to 300 K was made possible by the use of the measurements of Rubens and
Ladenburg and Hertz over a pL range of 0.1 to 50 cm. atm. The agreement
between Ruben's data and the present computations is good all temperatures
below 350 K. The figures also shown that between 900 and 1100 K and
between pL = 30 and 100 cm. atm. the agreement between Akhunov data and
Edwards and Balakrishnan's model is good. In the same temperature
range and at pL = 20 cm. atm. the lines representing the data of Akhunov,
Eckert and Hottel and Mangelsdorf coincide. In the 1200 - 1300 K region
the lines representing Edwards, Eckert, Hottel and Mangelsdorf and the
present computations are close together for pL = 1 to 30 cm. atm. At
the high temperature end (1200 to 2000 K) the emissivities predicted from
Edwards and Balakrishnan's model and the present computations parallel
each other with the present values being consistently high; in this
range the emissivities of Hottel and Mangelsdorf are much closer to
those from the Edwards and Balakrishnan model. The figures also show a
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change in slope at 1200 K of the curves fitted to the present compu-
tations. This behavior is not evident in the emissivities recommended
by Hottel and Mangelsdorf or Edwards and Balakrishnan. Smoothing
curves fitted to the present computations could change the emissivities
by as much as six percent at the bend. Based on the above discussion,
some preliminary rules were set as guidances in constructing the new
chart of the emissivity of carbon dioxide against the temperature. At
1600 K the curves of Hottel and Mangelsdorf and of Edwards and
Balakrishnan each is to be given double the weight of the present
computed values. The curves of Eckert should be ignored because of the
marked discrepancies at 1500 K. At points of closest agreement of
different curves use the same weighting. At 700 and 800 K equal weight
should be given to all four curves at pL greater than 0.2 cm. atm. At
pL = 0.2 and 0.1 cm. atm. the mean of Edwards and present computed
emissivities should be used.
A piece of transparent film was placed over the semi-log graph of
the emissivity of carbon dioxide against temperature shown in
Figure 5.1-3 to apply the above rules, in a flexible way that would
eliminate any irregularities or reversed curvatures from the smoothed
plots. The next step was to cross plot emissivities read from the
smoothed curves v.s. the pL to insure their smoothness. To do this, a
second piece of transparent film was placed on a full logarthimic scale
(10 inches cycle in both direction) and the emissivities read from the
smoothed curves on first transparent film at temperatures of 300, 400,
600, 800, 1000, 1200, 1400, 1600 and 1800 K and pL's of .1, .2, .5, 1,
3, 8, 20, 50, 100 and 300 cm. atm. was plotted and smooth curves were
drawn through them. From these latter curves the preliminary curves of
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the emissivity against the temperature were slightly adjusted. The
final curves smoothed in both directions (Temperature and pL) are
shown in Figures 5.1-4 (E v.s. T) and 5.1-5 (e v.s. pL). The final
smoothed emissivities read from Figure 5.1-5 which will be used to
construct the final working plot are presented in Table 5.1-1.
Although no experimental data existed at pL less than 0.1 cm. atm. or
pL greater than 300 cm. atm. e against pL curves were extrapolated to
pL's of 0.05 cm. atm., 500 and 1000 cm. atm. Emissivities read at
the above three pL's are presented in the table and will be shown in
the final working plot as dotted lines.
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5.2. Pressure Broadening Correction Factor of Carbon Dioxide
It is well recognized that four variables are necessary to define
emissivity; namely temperature, pL product, partial pressure of absorbing
gas, and total pressure. As discussed earlier, these can be reduced to
three independent variables by the use of the half width b, which for the
case of carbon dioxide may be written as (see equation 2.5.3-6 and
Table 2.5.3-1)
bCT / (0.09 pC02 + 0.07 pH20 + 0.07 pNc2,T  T 2 PH20 PN2
+ 0.069 p02 + 0.08 pH2 + 0.06 PC0 )  (5.2-1)
or bCO2,T = a pCO2 + cpH20 + cpN 2 + dp02 + epH20 + fPco (5.2-2)
where the coefficients a, c, d, e and f are temperature dependent.
For most engineering purposes, assuming a standard half width of
0.07 cm-1 at STP will not introduce appreciable error. Equation (5.2-1),
therefore, simplifies to
bCO2,T 1 T (0.02 pc + 0.07 Pt) (5.2-3)
Equation 5.2-3 would be exact if the gas mixture consisted only of carbon
dioxide, water vapor and/or nitrogen. Equation (5.2-3) may be rewritten
as
bCO2 T p (0.02 Yc + 0.07) (5.2-4)c02, T  T c
where Yc is the mole fraction of carbon dioxide. Therefore,
Fc = Fc (T, pL, b) and the graphical presentation of the above relation
requires a family of families of curves. The standard emissivity charts
were drawn at pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. The pressure broadening correction
factor charts were developed as a function of the gas temperature, pL
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and half width. In theory, a family of families of curves are needed for
graphical presentation. It was decided to present the correction factor
at five discrete temperatures of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 K. It was
necessary to present the charts in a form that allows easy interpolation.
Plots of the correction factor against the half width in cm-l for
different pL's were found to be inadequate because the partial derivative
of the correction factor with respect to pL (aCF/ pL) was changing signs
at a pL value which was a function of the gas temperature making
interpolation around the maximum point very difficult, unless the exact
value of the pL at which 3CF/ pL = 0 is known. On the other hand, a plot
of CF against pL with the half width as a curve parameter would be
satisfactory because the relation between correction factor and the half
width b is monotonic. Figure 5.2-1 is a plot of the carbon dioxide
pressure boradening correction factor at 500 K against the pL in cm. atm.
for half width values of 0.01, .02, .03, .05, .07, .1, .2, .3, .5, .7,
1, 2 and 10 cm-l . The correction factor is unity for all pL's at the
"standard" half width value given by
bST = 0.07 V273/T cm-  (T in K)
At temperatures of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K, the standard half
widths are 0.015, 0.0366, 0.0299, 0.026 and 0.0231 cm-l1 respectively.
Figures 5.2-2 through 5.2-5 are the same type of plot, but at temperatures
of 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K. To facilitate the calculation of b to use
the charts Table 5.2-1 lists the values of the coefficients a, c, d,
e, and f of equation 5.2-2 at temperatures of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and
2500 K.
These charts are generalized and can be used for any given total and
carbon dioxide partial pressure. For engineering purposes, however, these
B (500 K) = 0.015 Pc + 0.052 Pt cm-1
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TABLE 5.2-1
Numerical Values of Coefficients of Equation
bCO2, T = apCO2 + cPH20 + cPN2 + dp02 + ePH 2 + fco
Temperature
.0665
.0470
.0384
.0333
.0297
c
.0517
.0366
.0299
.0259
.0231
.0510
.0361
.0294
.0255
.0228
.0591
.0418
.0341
.0296
.0264
.0443
.0313
.0256
.0222
.0198
a = 0.09 '2-73/T
c = 0.07 ,2273/T = bST CO2
d = 0.069 V273/T
e = 0.08 v'2f73/T
f = 0.06 v'273/T
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
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charts are not very convenient. Most industrial furnaces operate around
atmospheric pressure with a carbon dioxide partial pressure not exceeding
0.2 atm. These conditions represent a small section of the working
charts. For practical and engineering applications the correction
factors were computed as functions of the pL, carbon dioxide partial
pressure in the range of .04 to .2 atm. and one atmosphere total pressure.
The new charts, termed 'the engineering pressure broadening correction
factor' charts are presented in Figures 5.2-6 and 5.2-7 for gas
temperatures of 500 and 1000 K respectively.
Carbon dioxide correction factor falls off rapidly with increasing
temperature. The maximum correction for pc = 0.2 atm. is 1.1 percent
at 500 K, and 0.92 percent at 1000 K. Additional computation indicate
a maximum correction for pc = 0.2 atm. of 0.23 percent at 1500 K.
The correction factor becomes very small and presentation of any charts
for furnace applications at temperatures above 1000 K is unwarranted.
An example of the application of the working charts is the case of
a gas-turbine combustor operating at 1500 K at 20 atm. total pressure
and a 15 cm. chamber. Assuming a 10 percent mole fraction of carbon
dioxide gives pc = 2 atm., pcL = 30 cm. atm. The carbon dioxide
emissivity read from the chart developed in the present work for
pc = 0, Pt = 1 atm., pcL = 30 cm. atm., T = 1500 K is 0.124. Next the
half width is calculated. b = v273/T Pt (.02 YC + .07) =
'273/1500 * 20 (.02 * .1 + .07) = 0.614 cm-1. From the correction chart
at 1500 K, pL = 30 cm. atm. and b = 0.614 CF is read as 1.0125, i.e.
a correction of one and a quarter percent resulting is a carbon dioxide
emissivity of 0.124 * 1.0125 = 0.125.
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5.3. Water Vapor
The results on water vapor are less conclusive than those on
carbon dioxide. Earlier calculations in the present study attempted to
establish the consistency of the data of different investigators were
carried out at pw = 1 atm. and, therefore, pwL = L, corresponding to the
conditions of Schmidt's measurements. All experiments were found to
report emissivities at pw = 1 atm., which agreed to within 5 to 9%.
In order to effectively check the consistency of the different
independent experimental measurements which had overlapping temperature
range but were at different conditions of total pressure, water vapor
partial pressure and pL product and to check the agreement between the
present computed emissivities and the experimental data it was necessary
to reduce all points to a common total and partial pressure. This was
selected to be the standard condition of zero partial pressure and a total
pressure of one atmosphere. The correction was achieved by computing
the pressure broadening correction factor corresponding to each and every
point. In many cases the difference in emissivity of the raw data taken at
different Pw's was as much as 30 percent. The use of the present
computed correction factor brought the points to within 10 percent. The
raw water vapor emissivities at 756 K are plotted versus the pL in
cm. atm. in Figure 5.3-1, which also displays the corrected emissivity
corresponding to each point. The figure clearly indicates the validity
of the pressure broadening correction factor computed using the present
model. The corrected emissivities were grouped at temperatures of
294, 417, 522, 644, 756, 867, 978, 1300, 1389, 1517, and 1811 K. For
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purposes of clarity the data were plotted in three different plots.
Figure 5.3-2 displays the corrected water vapor emissivities at 294, 644,
867, 1300 and 1811 K plotted against pL. Smooth curves were drawn to
fit the experimental data. The corrected experimental emissivities at
417, 756, and 1517 K are plotted in Figure 5.3-3. Similarly the
experimental emissivities at 522, 978 and 1389 K are shown in Figure 5.3-4.
In order to permit easy comparison of experimental data at different
temperatures and comparison with computed emissivities, Figures 5.3-4,
5.3-2 and 5.3-3 were drawn on transparent films placed on top of full
logarithmic paper (10 inch cycle each direction). A piece of transparent
film was used to plot the computed emissivities at the same temperatures.
By overlaying the computed and experimental figures at the same
temperature, it was possible to be guided by the slope of the computed
curves in extrapolating the smoothed curves through the experimental
points. The figures permit the identification of regions of agreement and
disagreements between different measurements of the total emissivity of
water vapor. For pL's of 5 to 200 cm. atm. at 417 K, 5 - 100 cm. atm. at
522 K, 10 - 100 cm. atm. at 644 K and 5 - 200 cm. atm. at temperatures of
756 to 867 the emissivities measured in different equipment and by different
investigators agree to within 9% when reduced to a common pw of zero and
Pt of 1 atm. Comparison of the smoothed experimental curves with the
computed emissivities indicated the computed values to be much higher than
the experimental at 294 K and low pL's (less than 2 cm. atm.) while at
high pL's (>100 cm. atm.) the computed values were lower by more than a
facotr of 2. The agreement between the experimental data at 294 K is not
very good. The consistency of the experimental data was a strong factor in
deciding to give the computed values little weight in the range of good
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agreement of different investigators. The resulting smooth emissivities
were cross plotted against the temperature to insure their smoothness.
Some minor modifications had to be made on the curves of E v.s. pwL to
insure smoothness in both directicns T and pwL. The final smooth curves
of experimental E shown as dotted lines in Figures 5.3-2, 5.3-3, 5.3-4
and in Figure 5.3-5 in which c is plotted against T. The line drawn to
represent 0.05 cm. atm. was obtained from extrapolations of the E v.s.
pwL curves. Figure 5.3-6 is a similar plot in which the computed
emissivities are plotted against the temperature as dotted lines.
The disagreement of computed and experimental emissivities at 294 K
necessitated the modification of the rotation band tabulation. Earlier
attempts to include Tejwani and Varanasi spectral absorption coefficients
did not result in noticeable improvements. Modification of the rotation
band spectral absorption coefficients by including the more recent tabu-
lation of McClatchey et al. from w = 425 cm-1 to 1000 cm-1 at 300 K and
by interpolation from McClatchey's data at 300K to Ludwig et al's
tabulation at T > 1000 K to get the spectral absorption coefficients at
600 K. These modifications resulted in a much closer agreement of
computed and experimental emissivities at temperatures below 600 K, and
especially at 294 K. A review of the smoothed experimental data was done
resulting in alternative smooth curves that are higher at the low pL end
of the E v.s. pwL plots. The new lines were cross plotted versus the
temperature and smoothed in both directions. The resulting smooth lines are
shown as solid lines in Figures 5.3-2 to 5.3-5. The modified computed
emissivities are shown as solid lines in Figure 5.3-6. Whenever a solid and
a dotted line coincide, a solid line is drawn.
The results show that in the range of best agreement of experimental
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data the computed values based on a modification of Ludwig et al.'s
tabulation differ from the mean of the experimental data by about 9 to
10%. The values computed from the model of Edwards and Balakrishnan are
generally below the values computed using the present modification,
especially at the low and high temperature ends. At low pL's, the
experimental data of Hottel and Mangelsdorf and of Egbert show more
scatter (30%) and differ from the computed values byas much as 48% at
pL = 0.5 cm. atm. and 30% at pL = 1 cm. atm. The experimental data of
Smith at 1811 K were obtained by subtracting the carbon dioxide contribution
from the mixture measurements without the proper overlap correction.
His measurements might have suffered from atmospheric absorption. The data
of Hottel and Mangelsdorf at 1517 K were extrapolations from absorptivity
measurements using a black body at 1517 K. It is apparent that a number of
uncertainties remain. The most complete models are those developed from
Ludwig et al. and Edwards and Balakrishnan of which the former appears to be
more reliable. The computations from this model it must be recognized
differ from well established total emissivity data by -9% to + 10% in the
region where the total emissivity measurements are reliable. At this
stage, no reliable estimate of the uncertainty of using the present model
at low pL's and high temperatures is available. This is an area which needs
resolution.
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5.4 Pressure Broadening Correction Factor of Water Vapor
The spectral model was used to compute the pressure broadening
correction factors at conditions similar to those of Scmidt, Eckert,
Egbert and Mangelsdorf. A measure of the validity of the correction
factors is that emissivities obtained at fixed pwL but variable p in
different furnaces were generally brought into closer agreement by the
use of the correction factor, as discussed in Section 5.3.
As discussed in Sections 2.5 and 5.2 the pressure broadening
correction factor is a function of the temperature, pwL product and the
gas half width and can be approximated by
b = 0.44 p) H2 +
H 20, T 04 T 0H2 0
2-TJ (0.09 pH20 + 0.09 PN2 + 0.12 CO + 0.04 p02 +
0.05 PH2 + 0.10 pCO) (5.4-1)
or bH20, T a PH20 + c PN2 + d pCO2 + e 2 PH2+
g PCO (5.4-2)
where the coefficients a, c, d, e, f and g are temperature dependent.
For most engineering purposes assuming a standard half width of
0.09 cm-1 STP for all gases will not introduce appreciable error.
Equation (5.4-1) therefore simplifies to
bH20 T 0.44 ( H20 + 0.09 Pt (5.4-3)
where YH20 is the mole fraction of water vapor.
Therefore, the water vapor emissivity
Lw = £w (T, pL, b),
and the graphical presentation of the above relation requires a family
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of families of curves. The standard emissivity charts were drawn at
zero water vapor partial pressure and a total pressure of one
atmosphere. To use those charts at conditions other than pw = 0 and
Pt = 1 atm., the pressure broadening correction factor charts were
developed as a function of the gas temperature, pL and half width. It
was decided to present the correction factor at six temperatures of
500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K in the form of CF versus the pL
with the half width as a parameter. Figure 5.4-1 is a plot of the
water vapor pressure broadening correction factor at 500 K against pL
in cm. atm. for half width values of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.05, 0.07,
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 1., 2. and 10 cm-1. The correction factor is
unity for all pL's at the "standard" half width value given by
bST = 0.09 1/273/T cm- 1  (T in K).
Numerical values of the standard half width of water vpoar at the same
six temperatures are listed in Table 5.4-1.
Figures 5.4-2 through 5.4-6 are the same type of plot, but at
temperatures of 750, 1000, 1500,2000 and 2500 K. Figures 5.4-7,
5.4-8 and 5.4-9 and the same type of plots at 1500, 2000 and 2500 K
with the same scale on both axis used in Figures 5.4-1, 5.4-2 and
5.4-3 to give the reader a feel of the decrease in the magnitude, and
importance of the pressure broadening with increased temperature.
To facilitate the calculation of the half width to use the charts
Table 5.4-1 lists the values of the coefficients a, c (=bST), d, e, f
and g of equation 5.4-2 at the same temperatures of the six charts.
As in the case of carbon dioxide the "engineering pressure
broadening correction factor charts" are presented for water vapor partial
pressures of 0.02 to 0.2 atm., total pressure of 1 atm. at the same
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TABLE 5.4-1
Numerical Values of Coefficients of Equation
bH20, T = aPH20 + cPN 2 + dpC02 + e 2 + fPH 22'22 + gPCO
Temperature
K
500
750
1000
1500
2000
2500
a = 0.44 (2
c = 0.09 /2
d = 0.12 /2
e = 0.04 v2
f = 0.05 /2
a = 0.10 Jf
.3067
.2145
.1671
.1185
.0933
.0778
73/T) + 0.09
73/T 
= bST
73/T
73/T
73/T
73/T
c
(bsT)
.0665
.0543
.0470
.0384
.0333
.0297
.0887
.0724
.0627
.0512
.0443
.0397
.0296
.0241
.0209
.0171
.0148
.0132
.0369
.0302
.0261
.0213
.0185
.0165
.0739
.0603
.0522
.0427
.0369
.0330
,27 73/T
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six temperatures in Figures 5.4-10 through 5.4-15. All six graphs are
plotted using the same scale on both axis to give the reader a better feel
of the decrease in the magnitude, and importance of the pressure broadening
with increased temperature. No curves are presented for a pw of
0.02 atm. at temperatures of 2000 and 2500 K.
To get the correction factor at temperatures other than those for
which the charts are given, it is presumed that the reader will use linear
interpolation of CF v.s. T using the correction factors at the nearest
two temperatures. To estimate the error introduced by the use of linear
interpolation the correction factors at pL's of 1, 10 and 100 cm. atm.,
p Is of 0.04, 0.1 and 0.2 atm. are plotted against the temperature in
Figure 5.4-16, which illustrates the importance of presenting a chart at
750 K. The figure also shows that the use of linear interpolation will
introduce a maximum error in CF of less than a couple of percent.
An example of the application of the working charts is the case of
a gas turbine combustor at 1500 K at 20 atm. total pressure and a 15 cm.
chamber. Assuming a 10 percent mole fraction of water vapor gives
pw = 2 atm., pwL = 30 cm. atm. at 1500 K
B1500 = 0.0801 pw + 0.0384 Pt
= 0.0801 * 2 + 0.0384 * 20 = 0.928 cm- 1
Next the correction factor is read from Figure 5.4-5 at pwL = 30 cm. atm.
and B = 0.928 as 1.235 approximately. This indicates that pressure
broadening is responsible for an increase of 23.5 percent in the water
vapor emissivity when the total pressure increased from 1 to 20 atm.
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5.5. Overlap Correction Results and Discussion
Spectral emissivities of water vapor and carbon dioxide gases
were measured at elevated temperatures by Ferriso et al. (1964). But
since both gases were optically thin, the overlap correction was
practically zero.
The classic example of the overlap correction is the chart developed
by Hottel by cross plotting data calculated by Eckert from then available
low-temperature low-resolution absorption spectra of water vapor and
carbon dioxide . Comparison of the present computed overlap
corrections and the Eckert charts at temperatures of 260 F (400 K),
1000 F (811 K) and 1700 F (1200 K) and pc+wL's of .75, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and
5 ft. atm. are shown in Figures 5.5-1, 5.5-2 and 5.5-3 respectively.
The curves show agreement generally on the location of the maximum of
the curves. At 260 F and p w/(Pw+Pc)of 0.5 or less the computed AE are
consistently higher than Eckerts. At pw/(Pw + pc) of 0.6 and above the
computed values are higher than Eckert's at pL less than 1.5 ft. atm.,
and are lower at higher pL's.
At 1000 F the computed overlap corrections are higher than Eckert's
values at pL's greater than 2 ft. atm. At 1700 F the computed overlap
corrections are lower than Eckert's values at pL's less than 3 ft. atm.
The important point here is that the disagreement between the two sets
of curves is never more than 50% at all temperatures and pL's of 0.75
and higher. Considering that Eckert charts were published by Hottel to
be a temporary measure of the overlap correction disagreementsof this
magnitude are not surprising.
Millard (1935) measured the radiation of illuminating gas in the
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temperature range 2500 to 2800 F. A comparison of the computed mixture
emissivity using the present model and the emissivities calculated from
his radiation measurements is shown in Figure 5.5-4 for temperatures of
2500, 2600, 2700, and 2800 F and pL of .06 to 0.12 ft. atm., Pt = 1 atm. and
pw/(Pw + p ) = 0.705. The present computed values are consistently
higher than Millard's measurements, which might have suffered from the
presence of temperature gradients in the flames and the presence of
simultaneous temperature and concentration gradients at the edges. It
is also possible that Millard's partial pressure reported values were
in error due to dissociation at the high temperature range of his
experiments.
Fishenden (1936) ran experiments to determine the effect of the
partial and total pressure on the absorption of high temperature
radiation by carbon dioxide and water vapor. Her measured emissivity
of a mixture containing 20% water vapor and 7.5% carbon dioxide at pL's
of 0.2 and 0.3 ft. atm. and at 600 to 1600 F are compared to the present
mixture emissivities computed at the same conditions in Figure 5.5-5,
which shows a considerable scatter in her data. It could be due to her
use of a chamber confined by rock salt windows, according to Egbert (1942).
Other sources of errors in her measurements are the presence of
simultaneous temperature and concentration gradients at the edges, the
presence of moist air between her radiating chamber and the radiometer,
considerable temperature gradient along her line of sight and high stray
radiation making her results not fully reliable. These early data on
total emissivities do not provide a critical test of the validity of the
overlap correction factor.
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Hines and Edwards (1968) investigated the use of band model for
calculation of absorption of radiation by mixtures of water vapor,
carbon dioxide and nitrogen as an inert gas. Their results are shown
in Table 5.5-1, which include the results of Hottel, "HOTTEL",
modified Hottel,"MOD HCH", Penner and Varanasi, "P + V" and the
present computed absorptivities, emissivities and overlap corrections
of the mixtures. Hines and Edwards absorptivities and overlap corrections
are denoted "BAND , while those based on summing experimentally measured
band absorptions are denoted "EXPTLI". The "HOTTEL" values were the
values of gas absorptivities predicted for the experimental conditions
by the graphical correlations of Hottel and Egbert (1942) and listed by
Hines and Edwards. Hines and Edwards modified Hottel's extrapolated data
to include contributions of the medium strength bands 1.87 and 1.38
microns of water vapor and the 2.0 micron band of carbon dioxide. This
was done by replacing the absorptivity overlap correction of Hottel by
one calculated by Hines and Edwards using the approximations of Penner
and Varanasi (1966).
i.e. MOD HCH a = (HCH a) + (HCH Ac) - (H + E Aa)
e.g. for Run No. 1 at 982 R and 1.042 atm.
Modified Hottel absorptivity =
0.195 + 0.029 - 0.13 = 0.211
The "P + V" values are overlap corrections calculated by Hines and
Edwards based on the model of Penner and Varanasi (1966) in which they
used harmonic oscillator approximations and rigid rotator band profiles.
For computation purposes the source temperature was taken as 1700 F
(2160 R). The table shows good agreements in general between the present
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Table 5.5-1
COMPARISON OF ABSORPTIVITIES AND ABSORPTIVITIES OVERLAP
CORRECTIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE AND WATER VAPOR MIXTURES
RUN NO 1 2 5 6
P ATM 1.042 1.098 1.093 1.070
TEMP R 982 990 990 1475
12
1.14
988
13
1.178
1470
15
100217
1002
MOLE FRACTIONS OF
WATER *258 .051 .241 *250 .101 .100 *752
C02. .254 *249 *046 *249 .099 *098 *248
ABSORBING MATTER (P(C) + P(W)) L
FToATM .686
RATIO OF P(W)/
.5037
ABSORPTIVITIES
EXPTL. .233
BAND *218
HOTTEL *195
MOD HCH *211
PRESENT *189
ABSORPTIVITIES
HOTTEL *029
P+V *021
BAND *013
PRESENT .014
EMISSIVITIES
BAND *368
PRESENT *306
0423 .403 o643 *292 s299 1.5
( P(W) + P(C) )
*838 .5005 .504 0505 0751
.206
*196
*170
.175
*169
*206
*197
.190
*204
*205
CORRECTIONS
o011 *026
o006 .017
*006 .012
.006 o014
o150
.150
*135
*148
.133
*018
*013
.005
*006
s143
*144
*130
o139
.147
*013
.010
*004
i006
*332
#324
.325
.327
.298
*033
*029
.031
s026
*17
*138
.131
*125
o131
.122
OVERLAP
.011
.016
.005
#006
.203 .348 .285 *256 .191 *520
.190 *274 *269 *217 .195 .460
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absorptivities and the values listed for others. The agreement is
better for higher gas temperatures (1470 and 1475 R). In comparing the
absorptivities overlap corrections it is clear that the agreement is
excellent between the present values and those recently published by
Edwards and Hines. Both sets are in good agreement with Penner and
Varanasi corrections when the water vapor mole fraction is three or
more times that of carbon dioxide. The agreement of the present over-
lap corrections with those of Edwards and Hines and of Penner and
Varanasi is important inasmuch as it provides an independent check
of the present values.
The best agreement between the four sets of overlap corrections
occurs at pc + Pw - 1 atm. and p w/Pc - 3. This is because the overlap
correction of Hottel closely represent conditions in which the partial
pressure of water vapor and (p + p )L are high enough to cause the
water vapor to act as a black body over the 2.7 micron band of carbon
dioxide.
It is possible to conclude from the above mentioned comparisons
that the present model is suitable for the computation of overlap
corrections. The standard conditions of zero partial pressure of water
vapor, zero partial pressure of carbon dioxide, and a total pressure of
one atmosphere were selected. The overlap corrections is, therefore, a
function of the gas absolute temperature, the ratio of p w/P and the
(pC + Pw)L product. Presentation of the overlap corrections, therefore,
requires a family of families of curves. In order to cover the widest
possible range, the results of the present computed overlap corrections
are presented in several plots. The solid lines in Figure 5.5-6
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represent the computed overlap corrections for an equimolal mixture of
water vapor and carbon dioxide plotted against the temperature from 300
to 2500 K for pL's of 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 cm. atm. The dashed
lines are for p /pc = 2. Figures 5.5-7 and 5.5-8 are the same type of
plot for p /Pc values of 1/3, 4, 1/9, and 9 respectively; two families
are plotted on the same figure.
Figure 5.5-9 is a plot of the overlap correction against the
fraction p /(Pw + pc) for pL's of 20, 50, 100, 200, and 500 cm. atm. at
500 K. Figures 5.5-10, 5.5-11, 5.5-12 and 5.5-13 are the same type of
plots of the overlap correction against the water vapor fractions for
temperatures of 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 K. The low temperature end
of the curves (less than 1000 K) is a strong function of the spectral
data of the water vapor rotation band and of the fifteen micron band of
carbon dioxide. It was pointed out earlier that the water vapor
rotation band spectral constants tabulated by General Dynamics were not
adequate at 300 and 600 K. The spectral tabulation of McClatchey was
used at 300 K and the constants at 600 K were obtained by interpolation.
If and when better spectral data of the water vapor rotation band
become available, it will be possible to update the charts in the range
T < 1000 K.
Two approximations to the overlap correction were investigated.
The first is the grey gas approximation in which the overlap correction
becomes the product of the individual emissivities or absorptivities.
For temperatures of 278 to 2500 K, pL's of 3 to 240 cm. atm. the
Grey gas overlap corrections were off by a factor ranging from 2 to
60, but the maximum deviation in the mixture emissivities was about 11%.
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The second approximation was that of Hadvig (1964) who found that
the product c + w T was a function of (p + Pw)L only over a
restricted temperature range and pL ranges. At temperatures of 1500,
2000, 2500, and 3500 R and pL ranging from 0.2 to 4 ft. atm. the
deviation of mixture emissivities calculated using Hadvig's approximation
and the present computed emissivities was within 20 percent.
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5.6. Pressure Broadening Correction of Overlap Correction and
Emissitivy of Mixture
The overlap correction and/or the emissivity of gaseous mixtures
of carbon dioxide and water vapor is a function of the gas temperature,
the (pC + p w) L product, the ratio of pw/p , the partial pressure of
water vapor (or carbon dioxide) and the total pressure. Therefore, five
variables are needed to define the overlap correction. The overlap
correction charts presented in Section 5.5 were calculated at standard
conditions of pw = 0, pc = 0, Pt = 1 atm. Some form of correction factor
has to be used when using the charts at non standard conditions. Denoting
the correction factor CAE it may be defined as
AE at pw Pw' Pc c' t tCA E = w w' C P t=t at same T and (pc + p )L
AE at pw = 0, p = 0, Pt = 1 atm
(5.6-1)
w + Pc
Alternatively a correction factor of the mixture emissivity may be defined
as
Emix at = p ,p = p, P = P
C = at Pww =, P 0 P = atm at same T and (p + p ) LE m at pw = 0, p = 0, P = 1 atm c w
(5.6-3)
C =C5  (T, (p + P)L, w Pw' t)  (5.6-4)6mix Emix Pw + Pc
In theory a family of families of families of families of curves are needed
for graphical presentation of either correction factor. A four generation
family can be generated with the present model, but the computation time
required to generate such a family is unreasonably large. It is the
intention here to present, and justify, the use of an approximate method.
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The effect of pressure broadening on overlap correction should be
more than its effect on the emissivities of individual gases, especially
at temperatures below 800 K when most of the contribution to the
overlap correction is from the overlapping region of the wings of the
fifteen micron band of carbon dioxide and the rotation band of water
vapor. This is because broadening increases the strength of the wings
of each gas; therefore, the broadening of the individual bands will
greatly increase the wave length region in which overlap is important.
In the case of the 2.7 micron band where the carbon dioxide band is
completely contained within that of water vapor the broadening effect
would not probably be a strong function of pressure and may even decrease
with increasing pressure as a consequence of the decrease in the
effective absorption coefficient of the water vapor band in the region
of overlap. The proposed approximate pressure broadening correction
factor of the overlap correction is given by
C = C C (5.6-4)
AEW EC
and the mixture emissivity would, therefore, be given by
mix =  E + C -CO C C (5.6-5)mix C WO wE CC
Equations (5.6-4) and (5.6-5) would be exact if the gases were grey.
To show the validity of the approximation Figure 5.6-1 shows the
effect of temperature on three types of computed correction factors,
CA. exact, C A proposed (grey gas) and C mix at Pt = 1 atm.,
= 
= 0.5, Pc + wL = 4 ft. atm. in a temperature range of 500 to
3500 R (278 to 1944 K). As anticipated, the exact CAE is larger than the
proposed grey gas approximation CE C at temperatures below 1500 R
w KC
(833 K). For temperatures above 1500 R the approximation seems to be good.
ON PRESSURE BROADENNING OF THE
OVERLAP CORRECTION AND MIXTURE EMISSIVITY
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In the temperature range 500 to 1500 R the present approximation may be
used with the understanding that it may underestimate the correction
factor.
The effect of partial pressure variation on the computed exact
correction factor to the overlap correction, the computed proposed grey
gas approximate correction factor to the overlap correction and the
computed exact correction factor to the emissivity of the mixture is
shown in Figure 5.6-2 for a temperature of 1500 K, pL = 50 cm. atm.,
pc/pw = 1 and Pt = 1 atm. The figure shows the close agreement of the
present proposed approximation. Figure 5.6-3 shows the computed effect
of total pressure on the three types of corrections for an equimolal
mixture of carbon dioxide and water vapor, pL = 50 cm. atm. and zero
partial pressures of water vapor and carbon dioxide. An increase in the
total pressure from 1 atm. to 20 atm., in the range of turbines
increases the overlap correction and the mixture emissivity by about 56
and 25 percent respectively. The present proposed approximation results
in an increase of about fifty percent in the overlap correction and
twenty-six percent in mixture emissivity.
The above comparison indicates the importance of the pressure
broadening correction for the overlap corrections. In spite of the very
limited comparisons shown in the present investigation the use of the
grey gas approximation proposed in the present study and represented by
equations 5.6-4 and 5.6-5 is recommended with caution. It is to be
regarded as a preliminary estimate of the correction.
An example of the application of the proposed grey gas
approximation is the case of a gas turbine combustor at 1500 K at 20 atm.
total pressure and a 15 cm. chamber. The results of calculations in
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EFFECT OF WATER VAPOR PARTIAL PRESSURE
ON PRESSURE BROADENNING OF THE OVERLAP
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sections 5.2 and 5.4 are the following
Water Vapor
Pw = 2 atm.
pwL = 30 cm. atm.
•w 0 = 0.173 (v.s. .16 from HCH
(from Figure 5.3-5) charts)
-1l
BH 20, 1500 = 0.928 cm
C = 1.235
w
Carbon Dioxide
P = 2 atm.
pcL = 30 cm. atm.
5c, 0 = 0.124 (v.s. .13 from old
(from Figure 5.1-4) charts)
-1B = 0.614 cm
C02, 1500
C = 1.0125
SC
Ew = 1.235 * 0.173 = 0.2138 Ec = 1.0125 * 0.124 = 0.125
the overlap correction may be read from the solid lines in Figure 5.5- 6
at 1500 K. The values obtained are Ae = 0.0125 at pL = 20 cm. atm. and
0.0321 at pL - 50 cm. atm. Using a power relation of As v.s. pL gives
AE: I pL21 n (5.2-6)
substitution gives
0.0125 +- n z 1.029, (5.6-7)
i.e. the relation of As to pL in the range of pL = 20 to 50 cm. atm. is
almost linear.
AE30 _ 30 1.029
AE20
and AE30 = 1.518 * 0.0125 = 0.0189 (v.s. 0.04 from old Eckert charts)
therefore, As0 = 0.0089 (5.6-8)
and :mix, 0 = Ew, 0 + EC, 0 -A 0
= 0.173 + 0.124 - 0.0189 = 0.278 (5.6-9)
(v.s. 0.16 + 0.13 - 0.04 = 0.25 ,or 11% difference using
the old charts)
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Using the present proposed approximation
AE = C AE = 1.235 * 1.0125 * 0.0189 = 0.0236 (5.6-10)
and
Emix = 0.214 + 0.125 - 0.0236 = 0.315 (5.6-11)
the ratio
mix 
_ 0.315 = 1.135 (5.6-12)
Emix, 0 0.278
Had we not made any pressure broadening correction to Ac the final
answer of the mixture emissivity would have been
EmiX - 0.214 + 0.125 - 0.0189 = 0.320 (5.6-13)
which is about 1.6 percent above the recommended value of equations 5.6-4
and 5.6-5 and 5.6-11.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
1. Modified carbon dioxide emissivity charts have been developed at
Pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. combining results of recent spectral
measurements with early total emissivity charts.
2. Pressure Broadening correcting factor of carbon dioxide have been
calculated for a wide range of partial and total pressures and
temperatures of 500, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2500 K.
3. Updated water vapor emissivity charts are developed in the region
where the total emissivity data are well established. The data at
low pL's and high temperatures is uncertain and additional
experimental data are needed to resolve discrepancies.
4. Pressure Broadening correction factor charts of water vapor have
been presented in a general working plot form and in Engineering
form at Pt = 1 atm and pw 's of 0.02 to 0.20 atm. and temperatures of
500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, and 2500 K; linear interpolation of CF
against T between charts temperatures was shown to introduce a
maximum error of less than a couple of percent.
5. Overlap correction charts for the superimposed radiation of water
vapor and carbon dioxide have been developed to cover temperatures
of 300 to 2500 K, pL's of 20 to 500 cm. atm. and p w/(pw +Pc) = 0 to 1
at standard corrections of pw = Pc = 0 and Pt = 1 atm. An
approximation of the pressure broadening correction of the overlap
correction has been shown to provide a good preliminary estimate of
the correction at pressures other than one atmosphere and at finite
partial pressures of carbon dioxide and water vapor.
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NOMENCLATURE
a fine structure parameter = b/d
A equivalent width of a band
b line half width i.e. half the width of the
spectral line in units of wave number when
the absorption coefficient reaches half
its maximum value
be equivalent line half width
b0  line half width at one atmosphere
d spectral line spacing cm-1
E(w) spectral radiance
E (w) spectral radiance of a black body
I modified Bessel function
I0 I of order zero
11 I of order one
1 or L length in ft. or cm. as specified
k absorption coefficient
kw monochromatic absorption coefficient
k average k
n coefficient
p partial pressure in atmosphere
P or Pt total pressure in atm.
Pe equivalent pressure
s distance
S line strength: describes the area under the
kw - w curve
equivalent line strength
temperature, generally in absolute degrees,
i.e. K or R
gas temperature
source temperature
absorbing matter = pL in units of cm. atm.
mole fraction
absorptivity
spectral absorptivity
carbon dioxide absorptivity
water vapor absorptivity
band strength, i.e. total absorptivity for a
unit absorbing matter
self broadening coefficient, i.e. yx = bx/bN
emissivity
spectral emissivity
constant = 3.1415916
density of absorbing matter
Stefan - Boltzman constant
transmissivity
spectral transmissitivy
-l
wave number cm-1
wave number interval cm-l
characteristic wave number
a.
w
OIC
Y
E
a
T
Tw or T(w)
w
Aw
w0
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